




















Identifying top partners at LHCJ. A. AguilarSaavedraDepartamento de Físia Teória y del Cosmos and CAFPE,Universidad de Granada, E-18071 Granada, SpainAbstratWe systematially study the possible signals at LHC of new vetor-like quarksmainly oupled to the third generation. We onsider heavy quarks T , B, X, Y ofharges 2/3, −1/3, 5/3 and −4/3, respetively, in SU(2)L isosinglets TL,R, BL,R,or isodoublets (T B)L,R, (X T )L,R or (B Y )L,R. Analyses based on a fast detetorsimulation are presented for twelve dierent nal states ontaining one, two, threeor four harged leptons in several invariant mass regions, also onsidering various
b quark multipliities. It is shown that with the ombination of the dierenthannels the new quarks an be identied and their harged and neutral deaysestablished. The omparison among nal states also shows that the single leptonone oers the best disovery potential at LHC. For heavy quark masses of 500GeV, the 5σ disovery luminosities range from 0.16 fb−1 for a (X T )L,R doubletto 1.9 fb−1 for a BL,R singlet.1 IntrodutionHadron olliders oer an exellent plae to look for new quarks, as the top quarkdisovery [1℄ and its reent observation in single prodution [2,3℄ at Tevatron evidene.In the near future, the operation of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will open a new,yet unexplored mass range for new physis searhes, in partiular for new quarks heavierthan the top. Despite the demanding environment, new quark searhes at LHC will berelatively lean beause they an be produed in pairs through strong interations witha large ross setion and, being rather heavy, their signals an be easily distinguishedfrom the large bakground from top pair prodution and W plus jets.Although the possibility of a fourth standard model (SM) sequential generationhas not yet been exluded [46℄ and partial wave unitarity allows for fourth generationmasses up to 1 TeV [7℄, new quarks heavier than the top are generally expeted to be ofvetor-like nature if they exist. For example, extra-dimensional models with tR in thebulk [810℄ predit a tower of harge 2/3 isosinglets T (n)L,R, of whih the lightest one anbe light and have sizeable mixing with the third generation [11℄. More reently, (T B)L,Rand (X T )L,R isodoublets of hyperharges 1/6, 7/6 oupling to the third generation1
naturally emerge [12, 13℄ in warped models implementing a ustodial symmetry toprotet the Zbb oupling [14℄. Charge −1/3 isosinglets BL,R are predited in granduniation theories based on E6, one of the most widely studied groups [15, 16℄, inwhih one suh fermion per family appears in the 27 representation. Little Higgsmodels [1719℄ also introdue a new TL,R isosinglet partner of the top quark whihameliorates the quadrati divergenes in the Higgs mass. In general, the new quarkspredited in these SM extensions are expeted to ouple mainly to the third generation.For generi Yukawa matries and heavy quark mass terms, it has been shown [20℄ thatthe mixing of new vetor-like quarks is of order m/M , where m, M are the masses ofSM and new quarks, respetively. Then, unless spei symmetries are imposed on themass matries, the large mass hierarhy mt ≫ mu,d, mb ≫ md,s favours mixing withthe third generation. Additionally, onstraints on top ouplings are weaker than forthe rest of quarks [21,22℄ so there is more room for mixing also from the experimentalside. Note, however, that in some models it is possible to evade diret onstraints withanellations, and have large mixing with the rst and seond generations ompatiblewith experimental data, see Ref. [23℄.In ase that any new physis is disovered at LHC, as it is hoped, it will be om-pulsory to determine its nature. For heavy quarks this means not only the observationof an event exess or even an invariant mass peak, but the determination of the quarkharges and SU(2)L isospin, the investigation of the deay hannels and the measure-ment of their mixing with the SM quarks. In this paper we address some of theseissues. We study the pair prodution of vetor-like singlets TL,R, BL,R of harges 2/3,
−1/3 and doublets (T B)L,R, (X T )L,R, (B Y )L,R of hyperharges 1/6, 7/6, −5/6, re-spetively, with quarks X, Y of harges 5/3, −4/3. (From now on we will drop the
L, R subsripts.) We will assume that the new quarks mainly ouple to the thirdgeneration. Previous literature has also investigated some of these signals in speinal states. For example, pair prodution of T singlets has been studied in the singlelepton nal state [2426℄, as well as pair prodution of harge 5/3, −1/3 quarks in
(X T ), (T B) doublets produing like-sign dileptons [27℄ and one harged lepton [28℄.1Here we will advane beyond previous work by analysing twelve multi-leptoni nalstates whih give evidene for the several deay modes
T → W+b , T → Zt , T → Ht ,1The disovery potential for D singlets oupling to u, d instead of the third generation has alreadybeen explored, for example in Refs. [2931℄.
2
B → W−t , B → Zb , B → Hb ,
X → W+t ,
Y → W−b , (1)with the aim of model disrimination. It is well known sine some time (see for exampleRef. [32℄) that the presene or absene of spei deay modes an haraterise the newquarks eventually observed. Here we demonstrate how this ould be done in pratie.For example, T quarks in a (X T ) doublet have suppressed deay T → W+b, so theyare not seen in the W+bW−b̄ nal state as T singlets are. But they have enhaned
T → Ht deays, so if the Higgs boson is light (as preferred by eletroweak preisiondata) they give a fairly large and lean T T̄ → Ht Ht̄ → HW+bHW−b̄ signal withone harged lepton and six b quarks. On the other hand, Y Ȳ → W−bW+b̄ annotbe distinguished from T T̄ → W+bW−b̄ unless the b jet harge is measured, whih isvery diult and requires large statistis. But, apart from dierent signal branhingratios, T quarks are leanly identied by their harateristi T → Zt deay, whih anbe observed in the trilepton nal state. X and B quarks an both deay into four Wnal states, but in some models the latter also deays B → Zb produing a sharp peakin a ℓ+ℓ−b invariant mass distribution, whih an be observed in dilepton and trileptonnal states (here and in the following ℓ = e, µ). In summary, here it will be shown thatthe simultaneous study and omparison of several multi-leptoni nal states, with theobservation of invariant mass peaks in most ases, an establish the identity of the newquarks, if they are observed at LHC.We remark that model disrimination is somewhat more demanding that evaluatingthe disovery potential of one's favourite model in some nal state. From the tehnialpoint of view, it requires the omplete signal generation with all deay hannels. For
T T̄ and BB̄ prodution there are in general nine deay modes aording to Eqs. (1).When the deay of the W and Z bosons (up to four, depending on the hannel) areinluded, a plethora of possible nal states appears involving multi-lepton signals.These ontributions are all inluded in our simulations, whih take into aount theeets of radiation, pile-up and hadronisation, performed by a parton shower MonteCarlo, and use a fast detetor simulation. SM bakgrounds have also to be generatedand simulated, inluding those with huge ross setions suh as W and Z produtionplus jets, whih are omputationally demanding.Heavy quark pair prodution gives interesting signals in nal states with one, two(like- and opposite-sign), three and four harged leptons. (Five and six lepton nalstates have too small branhing ratios.) For model disrimination it is very onvenientto lassify signals not only by lepton multipliity but by the number of Z boson andi-3
dates present (same-avour opposite-harge lepton pairs with an invariant mass onsis-tent with MZ). For example, the trilepton nal state is divided into a sample of eventshaving a Z andidate (in whih T T̄ → Zt W−b and other signals involving Z → ℓ+ℓ−would be found) and events without Z andidates (to whih XX̄ → W+t W−t̄, for in-stane, would ontribute). In some ases the number of b jets present is also relevant.This gives a total of twelve interesting nal states to be examined, and for whih spe-i analyses are presented in this paper. But, even after this nal state organisationin terms of harged lepton multipliity and number of Z andidates, there are nalstates where more than one type of quark give interesting signals. One of suh asesis, for the trilepton nal state with a Z andidate,
T T̄ → Zt W−b̄ → ZW+bW−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, WW → ℓνqq̄′ ,
BB̄ → ZbW+t̄ → ZbW+W−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, WW → ℓνqq̄′ (2)(the harge onjugate modes are also understood). In these ases, a likelihood lassi-ation is performed to separate and identify the T T̄ and BB̄ signals, and reonstrutthem aordingly. This approah is unavoidable, sine in some models like the (T B)doublet both signals an be present.Besides model disrimination, whih is the main goal of this paper, the systematistudy of all interesting nal states oers several advantages. One of them is that themost sensitive ones an be identied. We nd that the single lepton nal state (witheither two or four b-tagged jets) oers the best disovery potential for all the modelsstudied. For quark masses of 500 GeV, 5σ signiane ould be ahieved for integratedluminosities ranging from 0.16 fb−1 for a (X T ) doublet to 1.9 fb−1 for a B singlet.Our study also provides a guide of nal state signatures to be searhed in ase thatan event exess is identied in one of them. This omplements previous work donefor the haraterisation and disrimination of seesaw models [33, 34℄ and new heavyleptons [35℄.The struture of the rest of this paper is the following. In setion 2 we introduethe models studied giving the relevant Lagrangian terms. In setion 3 we disuss thegeneral features of heavy quark pair prodution at LHC, and some details assoiated tothe signal and bakground generation. In setions 48 the results for nal states withfour, three, two (like-sign and opposite-sign) and one harged lepton are presented,respetively. For the reader's onveniene, the main results obtained are summarisedat the end of eah setion, so that in a rst reading the details an be omitted. Setion 9is a general summary where we address model disrimination by omparing signals indierent nal states. Our onlusions are drawn in setion 10. The Feynman rulesused in our Monte Carlo programs are given in the Appendix.4
2 Model overviewIn this setion we briey review the eletroweak interations of the new quarks, whihdetermine their deay modes and single prodution. Additional details an be foundin many early referenes, for example [20,32,36℄. The interations of (X T ) and (B Y )doublets are also given in Refs. [37, 38℄.2.1 T singletWe denote the SM weak eigenstates as q′Li = (u′Li d′Li)T , u′Ri, d′Ri, where Latin indies
i, j = 1, 2, 3 run over SM generations and Greek indies α, β = 1, . . . , 4 over all quarkelds. We use primes to distinguish them from mass eigenstates, where needed. Theaddition of a SU(2)L isosinglet u′L4, u′R4 to the SM quark ontent does not modify theSM harged and neutral urrent interations in the weak eigenstate basis. The new u′R4eld has Yukawa ouplings to the SM left-handed elds (the Yukawa oupling matrix













µu′Li − 2s2W JµEM]Zµ ,
LY = −Yuiβ q̄′Liu′Rβ φ̃ + H.. ,











































H , (5)2In full generality, the right-handed elds u′Rα an be redened so that the bare mass term onlyinvolves u′R4. This hange of basis also redenes the arbitrary matrix Y of Yukawa ouplings.5
where Vαj is the 4×3 generalisation of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [39,40℄ (CKM)matrix, X = VV† a Hermitian 4×4 matrix (not to be onfused with a harge 5/3 quark
X) and muα the up-type quark masses. The eletromagneti urrent JµEM obviously re-mains diagonal. These equations, whih result from a trivial hange from weak tomass eigenstate basis, are exat and do not assume small mixing. Notie the appear-ane of left-handed avour-hanging neutral (FCN) ouplings among up-type quarks,due to the mixing of left-handed weak eigenstates of dierent isospin, whih breaks theGlashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani [41℄ mehanism. For a heavy quark T ≡ u4 mixing with thetop quark, and assuming small mixing, we have the approximate equality XTt ≃ VTbamong neutral and harged urrent ouplings, replaing generation indies by quarklabels. This is a very well known result: in the T singlet model harged urrent mixing(WTb) automatially implies neutral urrent (ZTt) and salar (HTt) interations, allof the same strength up to multipliative fators independent of mixing. The orre-sponding Feynman rules are given in the Appendix. These interations determine the
T quark deays,












−d̄′Liγµd′Li − 2s2W JµEM]Zµ ,
LY = −Ydiβ q̄′Lid′Rβ φ + H..























H . (8)The CKM matrix has dimension 3×4, X = V†V in this ase and mdα are the down-typequark masses. For B mixing with the third generation we have XbB ≃ VtB, so that the6
new quark B has WtB, ZbB and HbB interations governed by a single mixing fator
VtB , in analogy with the T singlet model. The new quark B has a mass mB ≃ M , andits deays are



















µu′R4 − d̄′Lαγµd′Lα − d̄′R4γµd′R4 − 2s2WJµEM]Zµ ,
LY = −Yuαj q̄′Lαu′Rj φ̃ − Ydαj q̄′Lαd′Rj φ + H.. ,





























α(δαβ − Xuαβ)uRβ + ūRα(δαβ − Xuαβ)muβuLβ
+d̄Lαm
d
α(δαβ − Xdαβ)dRβ + d̄Rα(δαβ − Xdαβ)mdβdLβ
]
H , (11)so that it is apparent that the mixing of the heavy quarks T , B with SM quarks isonly right-handed. The 4 × 4 matrix VR is not unitary, and also determines the FCNinterations, beause Xu = VRVR†, Xd = VR†VR. Both Xu and Xd are Hermitian andnon-diagonal, mediating FCN urrents. Then, harged urrent interations of the newstates with SM quarks imply FCN ones, whih result from the mixing of right-handedweak eigenstates with dierent isospin. At rst order we have XtT ≃ VRtB , XBb ≃ VRTb.The new quarks are almost degenerate, with masses mT = mB = M , up to termsof order v2Y2/M2. One an distinguish three senarios for the heavy quark deays,depending on the relative sizes of the harged urrent mixing of the new quarks. For7
VTb ∼ VtB the deay modes, assuming that they ouple to the third generation, are thesame as for singlets,
T → W+b , T → Zt , T → Ht ,
B → W−t , B → Zb , B → Hb , (12)but with ouplings of dierent hirality, whih is reeted in some angular distributions.For VTb ≪ VtB (i.e. the top quark mixes with its partner muh more than the bottomquark), the deays are
T → Zt , T → Ht ,
B → W−t . (13)This senario is the most natural one for generi Yukawa ouplings due to the fatthat the top quark is muh heavier than the bottom quark, and is realised in somemodels [42℄. Finally, a mixing VTb ≫ VtB would give
T → W+b ,
















µu′Li − ū′L4γµu′L4 − ū′R4γµu′R4 + X̄γµX − 2s2W JµEM]Zµ ,
LY = −Yuij q̄′Liu′Rj φ̃ − Yu4j (X̄L ū′L4) u′Rj φ + H.. ,
Lbare = −M (X̄L ū′L4)( XR
u′R4
)
























α(δαβ − Xαβ)uRβ + ūRα(δαβ − Xαβ)muβuLβ
]
H , (16)so that again the interations of the new quarks X, T with the SM ones are right-handed. VL is the usual CKM matrix. The 1 × 4 matrix VR also determines theneutral mixing beause X = VR†VR. Notie an important dierene with the T singletand (T B) doublet: at rst order the quark T does not have harged urrent ouplingsto SM quarks but has neutral ones ZTt, HTt. For a mixing with the third generationwe have XTt ≃ VRXt. Obviously, the harge 5/3 quark X only has harged urrentinterations with SM harge 2/3 quarks. As in the (T B) doublet, the new masseigenstates are almost degenerate, with masses mX ≃ mT ≃ M . Their allowed deaysare
X → W+t ,



















−d̄′Liγµd′Li + d̄′L4γµd′L4 + d̄′R4γµd′R4 − Ȳ γµY − 2s2W JµEM]Zµ ,
LY = −Ydij q̄′Lid′Rj φ − Yd4j (d̄′L4 ȲL) d′Rj φ̃ + H.. ,
Lbare = −M (d̄′L4 ȲL)( d′R4
XR
)






















α(δαβ − Xαβ)dRβ + d̄Rα(δαβ − Xαβ)mdβdLβ
]
H . (19)The matrix VR has dimension 4 × 1 and X = VRVR†. At rst order the quark B doesnot have harged urrent ouplings to SM quarks but has neutral ones. (The harge9
−4/3 quark Y has only harged urrent interations with down-type SM quarks.) Fora mixing with the third generation we have XbB ≃ VRbY . The new quarks have masses
mB ≃ mY ≃ M , and their allowed deays are
B → Zb , B → Hb ,
Y → W−b . (20)Notie that the Ȳ → W+b̄ deay is like T → W+b but with a b antiquark instead of aquark. These deays an be distinguished using angular distributions but, exept forsmall kinematial dierenes, the signatures of a (B Y ) doublet are similar to the onesof a (T B) doublet in whih the B quark mixes muh more than the T quark.3 Heavy quark prodution at LHCNew heavy quarks an be produed in pairs via QCD interations,
gg, qq̄ → QQ̄ (Q = T, B, X, Y ) , (21)in the same way as the top quark. The ross setion only depends on the quark mass,and is plotted in Fig. 1 (left). For T quark singlets the partial deay widths are

























































































λ(x, y, z) ≡ (x4 + y4 + z4 − 2x2y2 − 2x2z2 − 2y2z2) (23)a kinematial funtion. For a B singlet, the expressions for B → W−t, B → Zb, B →
Hb an be obtained from Eqs. (22) by replaing the mixings VTb → VtB, XTt → XBband the quark masses mT → mB, mt → mb, mb → mt. The branhing ratios as afuntion of the heavy quark mass are presented in Fig. 1 (right), xing MH = 11510



















































Figure 1: Left: Heavy quark prodution ross setions at LHC. Right: branhing ratiosfor T and B deays.GeV. For (T B) doublets the analytial expressions of the widths are the same as forthe singlets, although the relation beween the neutral and harged urrent mixingsdiers. For equal mixings VTb ≃ VtB the branhing ratios are the same as for singlets,while for VTb ≪ VtB the deays T → W+b, B → Zb, B → Hb are absent, so that
Br(T → Zt) ≃ Br(T → Ht) ≃ 0.5, Br(B → W−t) = 1. For T , B quarks in (X T ) and
(B Y ) doublets the harged deay modes are absent, and thus the partial widths forthe other modes are roughly one half. For X → W+t and Y → W−b the widths are asfor B → W−t, T → W+b replaing the mixings by VRXt and VRbY , respetively, as wellas the quark masses. These are the only deay modes for X, Y quarks.Eletroweak single heavy quark prodution is also possible at LHC, for example inthe t-hannel proesses
gq → T b̄q′ , gq → T t̄q′ ,
gq → Bb̄q , gq → Xt̄q′ ,
gq → Y b̄q′ . (24)For T b̄j, Xt̄j and Y b̄j prodution (j = q, q′ denotes a light jet) the proesses involvea t-hannel W boson, while Bb̄j and T t̄j prodution exhange a Z boson. This latterproess has a muh smaller ross setion than T b̄j but is the only possibility for the
T quark in a (X T ) doublet. The ross setions for the proesses in Eqs. (24) arealso plotted in Fig. 1, for referene mixings V, X = 0.1 with the third generation andinluding heavy quark and antiquark prodution. For the 2 → 2 proesses bq → Tj,
bq → Bj, et. the ross setions are very lose to the ones for their 2 → 3 ounterparts
T b̄j, Bb̄j, et. Next-to-leading order orretions [44,45℄ are not inluded. In this workwe do not onsider single prodution as a means for model disrimination. Nevertheless,11
depending on the heavy quark mass and mixing, some single prodution proesses anbe important, as it an be observed in Fig. 1. In any ase, it is important to remarkthat single prodution proesses are ruial to measure the heavy quark mixing withSM quarks.The heavy quark signals studied in this paper have been alulated by implementingpair (T T̄ , BB̄, XX̄ and Y Ȳ ) and single (Tj, T b̄j, T t̄j, Bj, Bb̄j, Xt̄j, Y j, Y b̄j)prodution in the generator Protos [43℄, for the six models onsidered. All the deayhannels in Eqs. (1) are inluded, with the subsequent W and Z boson deays in allhannels. The Higgs boson deay, whih does not arry any spin information, is leftto the parton shower Monte Carlo. A omplete signal evaluation is neessary for astudy like the one presented here, whih surveys nal states from one to four leptons,and various b quark multipliities in some ases. But also beause sometimes hargedleptons are missed by the detetor, e.g. in Z → ℓ+ℓ−, resulting in ontributions withfewer deteted harged leptons than were generated at the partoni level. Matrixelements are alulated using HELAS [46℄, to take nite width and spin eets intoaount, and integration in phase spae is done by Vegas [47℄. The output is given in asuitable form to be interfaed to the parton shower Monte Carlo Pythia 6.4 [48℄ to addinitial and nal state radiation (ISR, FSR) and pile-up, and perform hadronisation.In this work we restrit our detailed simulations to heavy quark pair prodution,assuming heavy quark masses of 500 GeV and mt = 175 GeV, MH = 115 GeV. Crosssetions and branhing ratios are independent of the heavy-light mixing for T , B sin-glets and (X T ), (B Y ) doublets, and a mixing V = 0.1 is assumed for deniteness.For the (T B) doublet we study two senarios: (1) equal mixing VTb = VtB = 0.1, inwhih the signals are quite similar to the ones of two T , B, singlets; (2) doublet mixingmainly with the top quark, VTb = 0, VtB = 0.1. The signals for a doublet mixingmainly with the bottom are pratially the same (exept for the exhange of b quarksand antiquarks and small kinematial dierenes) as for the (B Y ) doublet, and arenot presented for brevity. These six models are identied by the labels Ts, Bs, TBd1 ,
TBd2 , XTd and BYd in tables and gures. Signals are generated with statistis of 300fb−1 and resaled to a referene luminosity of 30 fb−1, in order to redue statistialutuations. The fatorisation and renormalisation sales used equal the heavy quarkmass. We use the fast simulation AerDET [49℄ whih is a generi LHC detetor simu-lation, neither of ATLAS nor of CMS, with standard settings. In partiular, the leptonisolation riteria require a separation ∆R > 0.4 from other lusters and a maximumenergy deposition ΣET = 10 GeV in a one of ∆R = 0.2 around the reonstrutedeletron or muon. Jets are reonstruted using a one algorithm with ∆R = 0.4. Inthis analysis we only fous on entral jets with pseudo-rapidity |η| < 2.5. Forward jets12
with 2.5 < |η| < 5 an also be present but are not onsidered for signal reonstrutionnor for bakground rejetion. For entral jets, a simple b tagging is performed withprobabilities of 60% for b jets, 10% for harm and 1% for light jets. We remark thatthe inlusion of radiation and hadronisation eets, as well as a detetor simulation, isessential for our study. In an ideal situation in whih the number of jets mathes thenumber of partons in the hard proess, the ombinatoris to reonstrut the signals isrelatively simple. In a real experiment, however, the presene of several more jets thanwere present at the partoni level, the radiation and the presene of mistags make itmuh more diult to reonstrut and identify signals than it would be apparent witha toy parton-level simulation. An expliit example of these diulties will be found inthe single lepton hannel in setion 8, where we will show that T T̄ and BB̄ signals ansometimes be very alike, despite the very dierent deay hains involved.An adequate bakground alulation is another essential ingredient for our eval-uations. For multi-lepton signals, espeially trileptons and like-sign dileptons, tt̄nj(where nj stands for n additional jets at the partoni level) is one of the largest andmost dangerous bakgrounds, due to its large ross setion and the fat that b quarkdeays sometimes produe isolated harged leptons. This bakground simply annotbe estimated with a parton-level alulation. Another important eet to be taken intoaount is the orret mathing between the soft radiation generated by the partonshower Monte Carlo and the hard jets generated by the matrix element generator. Inorder to have preditions for SM bakgrounds as aurate as possible we use Alpgen [50℄to generate hard events whih are interfaed to Pythia using the MLM presription [51℄to perform the mathing avoiding double ounting. The proesses generated are ol-leted in Table 1, where we also give the equivalent luminosity generated (30 fb−1 inmost ases) and the number of events after mathing. The additional SM proesses
bb̄nj and cc̄nj, whih were previously shown to be negligible after seletion uts formulti-lepton states [33℄ are ignored in this work. (They are very likely to be negligiblein the single lepton hannel too, after the transverse energy and invariant mass uts.)The proedure used for estimating the statistial signiane of a signal is onsideredase by ase. To laim disovery we require both (i) a statistial signiane larger tan
5σ; (ii) at least 10 signal events. In the absene of any systemati unertainty onthe bakground, the statistial signiane would be S0 ≡ S/√B, where S and Bare the number of signal and bakground events, or its analogous from the P -numberfor small bakgrounds where Poisson statistis must be applied. Nevertheless, thereare systemati unertainties in the bakground evaluation from several soures: thetheoretial alulation, parton distribution funtions (PDFs), the ollider luminosity,pile-up, ISR and FSR, et. as well as some spei unertainties related to the detetor13
Proess Deay L Events
tt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 6 semileptoni 30 fb−1 6.1 M
tt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 6 dileptoni 30 fb−1 1.5 M
tj W → lν 30 fb−1 0.9 M
tb̄ W → lν 30 fb−1 54 K
tW all 30 fb−1 1.6 M
tt̄tt̄ all 30 fb−1 160
tt̄bb̄ all 30 fb−1 34 K
Wnj, n = 0, 1, 2 W → lν 3 fb−1 167 M
Wnj, n = 3, . . . , 6 W → lν 30 fb−1 10 M
Wbb̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 W → lν 30 fb−1 520 K
Wcc̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 W → lν 30 fb−1 550 K
Wtt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 W → lν 30 fb−1 5.1 K
Z/γ nj, n = 0, 1, 2, mll < 120 GeV Z → l+l− 3 fb−1 16.5 M
Z/γ nj, n = 3, . . . , 6, mll < 120 GeV Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 1.1 M
Z/γ nj, n = 0, . . . , 6, mll > 120 GeV Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 1.7 M
Zbb̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 200 K
Zcc̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 180 M
Ztt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 1.9 K
WWnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 W → lν 30 fb−1 290 K
WZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 W → lν, Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 37.7 K
ZZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 3.7 K
WWWnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 2W → lν 30 fb−1 1.5 K
WWZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 all 30 fb−1 4.9 K
WZZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 all 30 fb−1 1.5 KTable 1: Bakground proesses onsidered in the simulations. The seond olumnindiates the deay modes inluded (where l = e, µ, τ), and the third olumn theluminosity equivalent generated. The last olumn orresponds to the number of eventsafter mathing, with K and M standing for 103 and 106 events, respetively.like the energy sale and b tagging eieny. Suh unertainties have little relevane inthe leanest hannels, where the disovery luminosity is ontrolled by the requirementof at least 10 signal events, being the signiane far above 5σ. For the hannelsin whih the bakground normalisation an be important, we onsider whether thesignal manifests as a lear peak in a distribution. In suh ase it would be possiblein priniple to normalise the bakground diretly from data, and extrat the peaksigniane. Otherwise, we inlude a 20% bakground unertainty in the signianesummed in quadrature, using as estimator S20 ≡ S/√B + (0.2B)2.14
4 Final state ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−We begin our survey of the relevant nal states with the one ontaining four leptons,whih is the leanest and less demanding one. The heavy quark signal reonstrution isnot possible in most ases, but a simple event ounting in several four-lepton subsamplesalready provides an useful test of the heavy quark signals. Having a small branhingratio in general, four leptons an be produed in several asade deays of heavy quarkpairs, for example
T T̄ → Zt W−b̄ → ZW+bW−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → ℓν ,
T T̄ → Zt V t̄ → ZW+b V W−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → ℓν, V → qq̄/νν̄ ,
BB̄ → ZbZb̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ− ,
BB̄ → ZbW+t̄ → ZbW+W−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → ℓν ,
BB̄ → W−t W+t̄ → W−W+bW+W−b̄ W → ℓν ,
XX̄ → W+t W−t̄ → W+W+bW−W−b̄ W → ℓν , (25)with V = Z, H . The harge onjugate hannels are impliitly inluded as well. TheSM bakground is mainly onstituted by ZZnj, tt̄nj and Ztt̄nj. The rst one an besuppressed simply by requiring the presene of at least one b-tagged jet, whih hardlyaets the signals whih have two or more b quarks. Thus, for signal pre-seletionwe demand (i) four leptons summing a zero total harge, two of them with transversemomenta pT > 30 GeV and the other two with pT > 10 GeV; (ii) at least one b-taggedjet with pT > 20 GeV. We then develop three dierent analyses with disjoint eventsamples, aiming to separate the dierent signal soures of four leptons (ZZ, ZWW or
WWWW leptoni deays). The riterion for the subdivision is the number of same-avour, opposite-harge lepton pairs with an invariant mass onsistent with MZ withinsome given interval, and the samples are labelled as `ZZ', `Z' and `no Z', respetively.The invariant mass distribution of opposite-sign pairs an be studied by hoosing pairs
ℓ+a ℓ
−
b as follows:1. If the harged leptons an be ombined to form two Z andidates (there are twopossibilities to onstrut two opposite-sign pairs), we label these pairs as ℓ+a ℓ−b ,
ℓ+c ℓ
−
d , ordered by transverse momentum.2. If not, we still look for a Z andidate ombining opposite-sign pairs (there are fourpossible ombinations). If found, we label this pair as ℓ+a ℓ−b and the remainingleptons as ℓ+c , ℓ−d . 15
3. If no Z andidates an be found, we onstrut pairs ℓ+a ℓ−b , ℓ+c ℓ−d ordered by trans-verse momentum.The interval hosen to aept a Z boson andidate is MZ ± 15 GeV, whih provides agood balane between signal eieny (for true Z boson deays) and rejetion of non-resonant W+W− deays giving opposite-harge leptons. The ℓ+a ℓ−b and ℓ+c ℓ−d invariantmass distributions are presented in Fig. 2 for the six models, whih are identied bythe labels Ts, Bs, TBd1, TBd2 (orresponding to the two mixing senarios dened insetion 2.3), XTd and BYd. These plots illustrate the relative size of the dierentsignal ontributions. Most signal events have at least one Z boson andidate: the
WWWW deays orrespond to ℓ+a ℓ−b outside the Z peak (left plot). Events with two
Z andidates are the ones with ℓ+c ℓ−d at the Z peak (right plot). The distribution ofsignal and bakground events in the three samples at pre-seletion is given in Table 2.

























































































Figure 2: ℓ+a ℓ−b , ℓ+c ℓ−d invariant mass distributions for the six models in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−nal state (see the text). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.Total ZZ Z no Z Total ZZ Z no Z
T T̄ (Ts) 50.0 4.7 33.3 12.0 BB̄ (Bs) 58.9 12.3 32.2 14.4
T T̄ (TBd1) 52.4 3.9 35.2 13.3 BB̄ (TBd1) 54.3 12.4 28.3 13.6
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 114.8 12.1 77.5 25.2 BB̄ (TBd2) 86.3 1.2 19.7 65.4
XX̄ (XTd) 81.9 1.0 21.2 59.7 BB̄ (BYd) 46.7 29.7 14.7 2.3
Y Ȳ (BYd) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
tt̄nj 7 0 3 4 Ztt̄nj 15 0 15 0
Zbb̄nj 1 0 1 0 ZZnj 2 2 0 0Table 2: Number of events in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− nal state for the signals and main bak-grounds with a luminosity of 30 fb−1, at pre-seletion level.16
4.1 Final state ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (ZZ)In this sample we do not impose any further requirement for event seletion beausethe bakground is already tiny. The numbers of signal and bakground events anbe read from Table 2. We observe that this nal state is most useful for the modelwith a (B Y ) doublet where the deays B → Zb are enhaned. The presene of theheavy quark B an be established by onstruting a plot with the invariant mass ofthe b-tagged jet and eah of the two reonstruted Z bosons (two entries per event).This is shown in Fig. 3 for the six models onsidered, summing the ontribution ofthe two quarks in the ase of the doublets. The bakground, only two events, is notinluded. Notie that the bumps around 200 GeV in the TBd2 and XTd models annotbe mistaken by a harge −1/3 quark even with low statistis: for suh a mass the heavyquark prodution ross setion would be more than 100 times larger.























































Figure 3: ℓ+a ℓ−b b, ℓ+c ℓ−d b invariant mass distribution for the six models in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−(ZZ) nal state, with two entries per event. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.We give in Table 3 the luminosity required to have a 5σ disovery, inluding all signalontributions within a spei model. The bakground normalisation unertainty haslittle relevane in these ases, beause the bakground itself is very small and thedisovery luminosity is mainly determined by the minimum of 10 signal events. Wealso inlude in this table whether a mass peak an be reonstruted, although in thisase the peak observation and reonstrution learly requires more luminosity than 5σdisovery, due to the small statistis. We point out that, sine the heavy resonaneis observed to deay into a Z boson and a b quark, it an be identied as a heavy Bquark. This, however, an also be done in the opposite-sign dilepton nal state withsix times better statistis. For the models with T quarks, mass peaks ould in priniplebe reonstruted with a high integrated luminosity, but this is far more interesting todo in the trilepton hannel where statistis are larger.17
L Re. L Re.
Ts  no TBd2 23 fb−1 no
Bs 24 fb−1 mB XTd 23 fb−1 no
TBd1 18 fb−1 mB BYd 10 fb−1 mBTable 3: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (ZZ) nalstate. A dash indiates no signal or a luminosity larger than 100 fb−1. We also indiatewhether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.4.2 Final state ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (Z)Events with only one Z boson andidate are seleted in this sample. Additionally,the presene of two (b-tagged or not) extra jets with pT > 20 GeV is required toredue the Ztt̄nj bakground, hardly aeting the signals. The number of signal andbakground events at pre-seletion and seletion is olleted in Table 4. Notie thatfor XX̄ prodution, where Z bosons are not produed in the deay, in some ases apair of harged leptons from W+W− deays aidentally have an invariant mass inthe interval seleted. Nevertheless, this non-resonant ontribution is 5 times smallerthan the one from pair prodution of its T partner. The same omment applies to BB̄prodution in the TBd2 model. Pre. Sel. Pre. Sel.
T T̄ (Ts) 33.3 29.5 BB̄ (Bs) 32.2 25.1
T T̄ (TBd1) 35.2 31.5 BB̄ (TBd1) 28.3 21.4
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 77.5 74.9 BB̄ (TBd2) 19.7 14.0
XX̄ (XTd) 21.2 15.5 BB̄ (BYd) 14.7 12.5
Y Ȳ (BYd) 0.0 0.0
tt̄nj 3 0 Ztt̄nj 15 8
Zbb̄nj 1 0 ZZnj 0 0Table 4: Number of events in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (Z) sample for the signals and mainbakgrounds with a luminosity of 30 fb−1.The reonstrution in this nal state is very diult due to the presene of twonal state neutrinos, eah resulting from the deay of one heavy quark. Thus, werestrit our analysis of this sample to the Z boson identiation and a simple ountingof events, whih an already be an useful test of the dierent models. In Table 5 weollet the disovery luminosities for the six models studied. We observe that those18
L Re. L Re.
Ts 11 fb−1 no TBd2 3.4 fb−1 no
Bs 14 fb−1 no XTd 3.3 fb−1 no
TBd1 5.7 fb−1 no BYd 50 fb−1 noTable 5: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state.We also indiate whether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.with T quarks give important signals, espeially the ones with enhaned branhing ratiofor T → Zt, and the disovery luminosities are relatively small. In these interestingases the bakground normalisation unertainty is not important beause the signalsare muh larger.4.3 Final state ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (no Z)This sample ontains the signal and bakground events for whih all opposite-sign pairshave invariant masses |mℓ+i ℓ−j − MZ | > 15 GeV. We do not apply any further eventseletion riteria sine the bakground at pre-seletion is already rather small. Thenumber of signal and bakground events an be read in Table 2. The most importantsignals are from XX̄ prodution, for whih the deay X → W+t → W+W+b hasbranhing ratio unity, and BB̄ prodution in the TBd2 model, with unit branhingratio for B → W−t → W−W+b. The latter deay approximately has a branhingratio of 0.25 for the B singlet and TBd1 doublet models, and is absent for the (B Y )doublet. T T̄ prodution, whih in the four-lepton nal state at least involves one Zleptoni deay, gives a small ontribution whih is only due to the nite Z width andenergy resolution of the detetor.
L Re. L Re.
Ts 35 fb−1 no TBd2 3.3 fb−1 no
Bs 25 fb−1 no XTd 3.5 fb−1 no
TBd1 11 fb−1 no BYd  noTable 6: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (no Z) nalstate. A dash indiates no signal or a luminosity larger than 100 fb−1. We also indiatewhether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.We ollet in Table 6 the luminosity required for 5σ disovery of the six modelsonsidered in this work. The reonstrution in this nal state is virtually impossible19
beause four neutrinos are present in the nal state and, in fat, all like-sign andopposite-sign dilepton distributions seem very similar. Nevertheless, as in the previoussample, the number of events itself is a very good hek of the dierent models. For themost interesting signals (with (T B) and (X T ) doublets) the bakground normalisationis not important, while for the other ases the luminosities given are a little optimisti.4.4 SummaryFour lepton nal states have seldom been onsidered in the ontext of heavy quarksearhes, perhaps beause they are less relevant for the traditionally most popularmodels with T or B singlets. Nevertheless, for the (X T ) and (B Y ) doublets andthe TBd2 model the multi-lepton signals are larger in general: either for the deays
T → Zt, B → Zb (whih have branhing ratios two times larger than in the singletase), or from the deays X → W+t, B → W−t (with unit branhing ratio). Thus,the four-lepton nal state an be interesting for this lass of models. One has to notehere that the sensitivity to heavy quark signals in other nal states is muh better, anddisovery luminosities one order of magnitude smaller. Still, four lepton signals wouldbe visible with a moderate luminosity and should be explored to test the models.It is very onvenient to divide the four lepton nal state in three dierent subsets(`ZZ', `Z' and `no Z') depending on the number of Z boson andidates (2, 1 and0, respetively) present. This subdivision allows for some model disrimination fromevent ounting in this nal state alone, for example:
• If a signal is simultaneously observed in the `Z' and `no Z' samples with a similarluminosity, but not in the `ZZ' one, it points towards a (X T ) doublet or a (T B)doublet predominantly mixing with the top quark (TBd2 model).
• If, onversely, a signal is observed exlusively in the `ZZ' sample, it orrespondsto a (B Y ) doublet. The presene of the heavy B quark an also be establishedby the observation of a peak in the Zb invariant mass distribution. However, thisan also be done in the opposite-sign dilepton nal state with six times betterstatistis.Finally, it is worth mentioning that the four lepton nal state is also a possible signalof heavy harged lepton in several models [35℄, but in that ase the invariant mass ofthree harged leptons displays a very lear and sharp peak at the heavy harged leptonmass mE , and b quarks are not produed. Four leptons are also produed in the deayof doubly harged salars produed in pairs (for a detailed analysis see Ref. [33℄) but20
for the salar triplet signals are learly distinguishable by the presene of narrow peaksin the like-sign dilepton invariant mass distributions.5 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓The trilepton nal state oers a good balane between signal branhing ratio in T T̄ ,
BB̄ and XX̄ prodution, and SM bakground. Three leptons an result from severalheavy quark pair asade deays, either involving the leptoni deay of a Z and a Wboson, as for example in
T T̄ → Zt W−b̄ → ZW+bW−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, WW → ℓνqq̄′ ,
T T̄ → Zt V t̄ → ZW+b V W−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, WW → ℓνqq̄′, V → qq̄/νν̄ ,
BB̄ → ZbW+t̄ → ZbW+W−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, WW → ℓνqq̄′ , (26)with V = Z, H , or of three W bosons,
BB̄ → W−t W+t̄ → W−W+bW+W−b̄ 3W → ℓν, 1W → qq̄′ ,
XX̄ → W+t W−t̄ → W+W+bW−W−b̄ 3W → ℓν, 1W → qq̄′ . (27)The harge onjugate hannels are impliitly inluded in all ases. All these produtionand deay hannels are interesting and a rst signal disrimination an be made, as inthe previous setion, by the presene or not of Z boson andidates in the nal state.In the sample with Z andidates it is neessary to go further and try to separate thethree hannels in Eqs. (26). An obvious reason motivating this separation is that for
(T B) doublets both T T̄ and BB̄ pairs an be produed and the three proesses inEqs. (26) are present in general. Then, it is quite desirable to separate the signals of Tand B quarks, identifying their prodution and deay hannels. The disrimination ispossible with a probabilisti analysis whih lassies the events into the three proessesin Eqs. (26) with a good eieny.The main SM bakgrounds to trilepton signals are from WZnj and tt̄nj prodution,both roughly of the same size. The latter is originated when the two W bosons deayleptonially and one b quark gives a third isolated lepton but, as in the like-sign dileptonnal state examined in the next setion, it an be signiantly redued by asking thatthe two like-sign leptons have high transverse momenta. Thus, for event pre-seletionwe require the presene of three harged leptons (summing a total harge ±1), the like-sign pair having pT > 30 GeV and the third lepton with pT > 10 GeV. As mentionedabove, we divide the trilepton sample into two disjoint ones. The rst one ontainsevents where a Z boson andidate an be identied, that is, when two same-avour21
opposite-harge leptons have an invariant mass onsistent with MZ . The other sampleontains events without Z andidates. The interval in whih a lepton pair is aeptedas a Z andidate is hosen to be of 15 GeV around MZ . We an ompare the signalontributions to the two samples by plotting the invariant mass of two opposite-hargeleptons ℓ+a , ℓ−b , hosen in the following way:1. If there is a Z andidate, we label the orresponding leptons as ℓ+a , ℓ−b . In asethat there are two Z andidates, whih an aidentally happen, the leptons withlargest transverse momenta are hosen.2. If there are no Z andidates, we hoose ℓ+a , ℓ−b with the largest transverse mo-menta.









































Figure 4: ℓ+a ℓ−b invariant mass distributions for the six models in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state(see the text for the denition of ℓ+a and ℓ−b ). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.The resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 4. We observe that there is a large o-peak signal from BB̄ and XX̄ deays in the TBd2 and XTd models, respetively. Thenumber of events at pre-seletion in eah sample is given in Table 7. A sizeable frationof events from T T̄ deays, whih in the trilepton hannel always involve a Z boson, arelassied in the `no Z' set, while around 10% of the BB̄ and XX̄ events in whih Zbosons are not present are aepted in the `Z' sample. The rate of wrong assignmentsan be redued at the ost of losing signal eieny, by strenghtening the lassiationriteria. For example, Z andidates ould be aepted only in the interval MZ±10 GeVand events in the `no Z' subsample ould be rejeted if opposite-harge pairs have aninvariant mass in the range MZ ± 20 GeV. This ne tuning of the analysis makes moresense with a full detetor simulation, and is not neessary for model disrimination,anyway. 22
Total Z no Z Total Z no Z
T T̄ (Ts) 320.7 212.4 108.3 BB̄ (Bs) 421.9 227.9 194.0
T T̄ (TBd1) 349.0 229.9 119.1 BB̄ (TBd1) 484.5 237.0 247.5
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 654.6 435.8 218.8 BB̄ (TBd2) 1174.4 144.0 1030.4
XX̄ (XTd) 1181.8 143.9 1037.9 BB̄ (BYd) 106.3 88.3 18.0
Y Ȳ (BYd) 0.5 0.1 0.4
tt̄nj 464 114 350 WZnj 4258 4196 62
Wtt̄nj 78 11 67 ZZnj 424 417 7
Ztt̄nj 189 169 20Table 7: Number of events in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state for the signals and main bak-grounds with a luminosity of 30 fb−1, at pre-seletion level.5.1 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z)This nal state reeives important ontributions from T T̄ and BB̄ prodution in thehannels of Eqs. (26). We will rst perform an analysis with fewer seletion riteriato suppress the bakground and obtain the heavy quark disovery potential for thisnal state. Then, we will address the identiation of a heavy quark signal eventuallyobserved, strengtheining our requirements on signal and bakground events and usinga likelihood funtion whih assigns them to eah of the deay hannels in Eqs. (26).After that, events will be reonstruted aordingly to their lassiation and to thekinematis assumed in eah ase.5.1.1 Disovery potentialFor events with one Z andidate we ask (i) at least two light jets with pT > 20 GeV; (ii)one b-tagged jet also with pT > 20 GeV; (iii) transverse momentum pT > 50 GeV forthe leading harged lepton ℓ1; (iv) transverse energy HT > 500 GeV. The kinematialdistributions of these variables at pre-seletion are presented in Fig. 5 for the relevantsignals and the SM bakground. In partiular, requiring a b-tagged jet hardly aetsthe signals but pratially eliminates the WZnj bakground whih does not have bquarks. The uts on transverse energy and leading harged lepton momentum arequite general to look for new heavy quarks and are not optimised for the input massesused in our alulation. Notie also that the HT distribution for the signals learlyindiates that one or more heavy partiles with masses summing around 1 TeV areprodued. This data will be ruial later when we address the disentanglement and23
reonstrution of dierent signal hannels.The number of signal and bakground events at the seletion level is given in Ta-ble 8, also inluding the values at pre-seletion for better omparison. As it might beexpeted, the most important bakground after uts is Ztt̄nj, whih has a Z boson,two b quarks, two W bosons and large transverse energy, and is then quite similar tothe signals. More aggresive uts will of ourse redue this and the other bakgroundsbut we refrain ourselves from performing suh optimisations. The disovery luminosi-ties are given in Table 9, summing all signal ontributions within a given model. Weobserve that this lean hannel oers a good potential to disover T and B quarksin singlet or doublet representations. For the (B Y ) doublet the disovery luminositymay be optimisti beause it does not take into aount the bakground normalisationunertainty, whih may be important in this ase where the signal is small.5.1.2 Heavy quark reonstrutionThe broad sensitivity to T T̄ and BB̄ signals of this nal state implies that if a positiveexess is observed, identifying its nature will require a more elaborate analysis. Indeed,the deay modes in Eqs. (26) give signals only diering by the number of jets and theloation of the resonant peaks. The identiation an be done eiently, however, byusing a likelihood method whih gives the probability that a given event orresponds toeah of the deay modes. We build probability distribution funtions (p.d.f.) for threesignal lasses: (a) T T̄ → ZtWb; (b) T T̄ → ZtV t, with V = H, Z deaying hadroniallyor invisibly; (c) BB̄ → ZbWt. We generate high-statistis samples dierent from theones used for the nal analysis. We do not inlude a separate lass for the bakground,beause the likelihood funtion is only used to identify signals and not to rejet thebakground whih is rather small. Nevertheless, the disriminant analysis also aetsthe bakground and, for instane, if we restrit ourselves to events lassied as result-ing from BB̄ prodution, a sizeable part of the bakground is lassied as T T̄ -like andthus rejeted. Note also that an essential parameter for building the kinematial dis-tributions for the signals is the heavy quark mass. If a heavy quark signal is observedat LHC, the approximate value of the heavy quark mass an be estimated from thetransverse energy distribution for the signal,3 and then a probabilisti analysis an beperformed to separate signal ontributions and reonstrut the deay hain event byevent.For the signal disrimination and reonstrution we demand, in addition to the3In the ase of the doublets the new states are expeted to be nearly degenerate, simplifying theirapproximate determination from this distribution.24












































































































































  (Z)Figure 5: Kinematial distributions of variables used in seletion and reontrutionriteria for the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state: light jet multipliity Nj , b jet multipliity Nb,transverse momentum of the leading lepton and total transverse energy. The luminosityis 30 fb−1. Pre. Sel. Re. Pre. Sel. Re.
T T̄ (Ts) 212.4 162.7 82.9 BB̄ (Bs) 227.9 162.4 65.3
T T̄ (TBd1) 229.9 181.3 87.1 BB̄ (TBd1) 237.0 174.3 72.6
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 435.8 356.1 211.0 BB̄ (TBd2) 144.0 94.9 34.2
XX̄ (XTd) 143.9 99.9 35.7 BB̄ (BYd) 88.3 58.6 21.2
Y Ȳ (BYd) 0.1 0.0 0.0
tt̄nj 114 1 0 WZnj 4196 24 0
Wtt̄nj 11 3 1 ZZnj 417 1 0
Ztt̄nj 169 89 32Table 8: Number of events at the pre-seletion, seletion and reonstrution levels inthe ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) sample for the signals and main bakgrounds with a luminosity of 30fb−1. 25
L Re. L Re.
Ts 3.4 fb−1 mT TBd2 0.73 fb−1 mT
Bs 3.4 fb−1 mB XTd 0.72 fb−1 mT
TBd1 1.1 fb−1 mT , mB BYd 26 fb−1 mBTable 9: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state.We also indiate whether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.seletion riteria already speied, the presene of at least two b-tagged jets. Thenumber of signal and bakground events with this last requirement is given in Table 8.We begin by nding two W bosons deaying hadronially and leptonially. The formeris approximately reonstruted at this stage by seleting among the light jets withlargest pT (up to a maximum of four) the two ones whih give an invariant mass losestto MW . The latter is approximately reonstruted from the harged lepton not inludedin the Z andidate and the missing energy, with the proedure explained below, andseleting the solution giving the smallest neutrino energy. The variables used in thelikelihood funtion are:
• The light jet and b jet multipliities.
• The invariant mass of the reonstruted W boson (deaying hadronially or lep-tonially) with larger transverse momentum, labelled as W1, plus the b quarkwith largest transverse momentum, b1. For T → Wb deays the W boson as wellas the b quark are expeted to have larger pT , and we observe in Fig. 6 that thisis often the ase.
• The invariant mass of the reonstruted Z boson and the b quark with highest
pT , whih for the BB̄ signal is most times the one resulting from B → Zb, as weobserve in the distribution of Fig. 6.
• The invariant mass of the reonstruted W with smaller pT (W2), the Z bosonand the b quark with smaller transverse momentum (b2).
• The invariant mass of the two W bosons and the b quark with smallest pT , whihfor the BB̄ signal are the ones from B → Wt → WWb in most ases.The likelihood funtion evaluated on the three lass samples gives the probability dis-tributions in Fig. 7, where Pa, Pb, Pc are the probabilities that events orrespond toeah of the three likelihood lasses in Eq. (26). Events are assigned to the lass (a, b26




































































































































































































Figure 6: Kinematial variables used to lassify the three heavy quark signals in the
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state.or c) whih has the highest probability Pa, Pb or Pc, respetively. Table 10 shows theperformane of the likelihood funtion on the referene samples. Events in a lass x areorretly lassied if Px > Py, Pz, where y, z are the other lasses. The probabilitiesfor orret assignments are in the range 0.61 − 0.69, whih sue to ahieve a goodreonstrution of the heavy resonanes. We now desribe the proedure followed ineah ase.Class (a): T T̄ → ZtW b̄ → ZWbWb. Events whih are identied as resulting from27


























































































Figure 7: Probability distribution funtions for events in the referene samples.Class Pa > Pb, Pc Pb > Pa, Pc Pc > Pa, Pb(a) 0.61 0.24 0.15(b) 0.19 0.69 0.12(c) 0.15 0.20 0.65Table 10: Performane of the likelihood funtion on the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ event referene samples:frations of events in eah sample and their lassiation. Events in a lass x areorretly lassied if Px > Py, Pz, where y, z are the other lasses.this deay hain are reonstruted using this proedure:1. The Z boson momentum is obtained from the opposite-sign lepton pair Z andi-date.2. Two light jets are seleted to form the hadroni W , labelled as WH . If there areonly two light jets these are automatially hosen; if there are more than two,only up to four (ordered by dereasing pT ) are onsidered.3. The leptoni W (labelled as WL) is obtained from the harged lepton ℓ not28
inluded in the Z andidate and the missing energy, identifying (pν)T = pT6 ,requiring (pℓ + pν)2 = M2W and solving for the longitudinal omponent of theneutrino momentum. If no real solution exists, the neutrino transverse momen-tum is dereased in steps of 1% and the proedure is repeated. If no solution isstill found after 100 iterations, the disriminant of the quadrati equation is setto zero. Both solutions for the neutrino momentum are kept, and the one givingbest reonstruted masses is seleted.4. Two b jets are seleted among the ones present, to be paired with WH and WL,respetively.5. The top quark is reonstruted from one of the Wb pairs, and its parent heavyquark T1 from the top quark and the Z boson.6. The other heavy quark T2 is reonstruted from the remaining Wb pair.7. Among all hoies for b and light jets and all possible pairings, the ombinationminimising the quantity
(mreWH − MW )2
σ2W
+






(mreT1 − mreT2 )2
σ2T
(28)is seleted, with σW = 10 GeV, σt = 14 GeV [52℄, σT = 20 GeV. Notie thatwe inlude the leptoni W boson reonstruted mass in the minimisation. Sinethe quadrati equation is fored to have a solution in all ases, sometimes thereonstruted mass is not the W mass.Class (b): T T̄ → ZtV t̄ → ZWbV Wb. For events identied as resulting from thisdeay hain whih have at least six jets (otherwise they they are dropped) we proeedthrough the same steps 1 − 4 as in lass (a), and subsequently:5. The hadroni and leptoni tops tH , tL are obtained from the two Wb pairs.6. One heavy quark T1 is reonstruted from one top and the Z boson. The otherheavy quark is obtained from the other top and two jets hosen among the onespresent (b-tagged or not).7. The ombination minimising
(mreWH − MW )2
σ2W
+









(mreT1 − mreT2 )2
σ2T
(29)is nally seleted. 29
Class (c): BB̄ → ZbWt → ZbWWb. The reonstrution of this hannel proeedsthrough the same steps 1 − 3 as in the previous two hannels, and then:4. Two b jets are seleted among the ones present, and one of them is paired withthe Z boson to reonstrut a heavy quark B1.5. The seond b jet is assoiated with one of the W bosons to reonstrut a topquark, and then with the other W boson to reonstrut the seond heavy quark
B2.6. The ombination minimising
(mreWH − MW )2
σ2W
+








(30)is nally seleted, with σB = 20 GeV.Total (a) (b) (c) Total (a) (b) (c)
T T̄ (Ts) 82.9 29.1 40.7 9.3 BB̄ (Bs) 65.3 15.3 9.7 36.5
T T̄ (TBd1) 87.1 29.3 41.7 11.4 BB̄ (TBd1) 72.6 11.4 12.8 45.2
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 211.0 41.0 133.0 24.2 BB̄ (TBd2) 34.2 12.3 11.8 3.2
XX̄ (XTd) 35.7 14.2 12.6 2.3 BB̄ (BYd) 21.2 7.0 2.7 11.3
Y Ȳ (BYd) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ztt̄nj 32 5 12 5Table 11: Number of signal and bakground events in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state at thereonstrution level assigned to eah event lass. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.We present our results in Fig. 8, inluding all signal ontributions in a given model,as well as the SM bakground, and disuss them in turn. We do not inlude W andtop reonstruted masses, whih show good peaks at the true masses with the opti-mised method used. The separate ontributions of eah proess are given in Table 11,skipping several bakgrounds whih are pratially removed at the last stage of eventseletion. (The total number of events inludes in eah ase those in lass (b) whihare later rejeted by the reonstrution algorithm beause they do not have at least 6jets.) The rst plot (up, left) shows the reonstruted T1 mass for events assigned tolasses (a, b). This heavy quark is the one deaying T → Zt, with t deaying eitherhadronially or semileptonially. The reonstrution of this peak in the Zt invariantmass distribution implies that T has harge 2/3, and also shows the vetor-like natureof T . The ounterpart for B quarks is shown in the seond plot (up, right), with the30





























































































































































































Figure 8: Reonstruted heavy quark masses in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state.reonstruted mass of B1, whih is the quark deaying B → Zb. The reonstrutionof a peak in the Zb invariant mass distribution shows that B has harge −1/3 and isvetor-like.The other resonant peaks also give information regarding heavy quark deays. Weshow in the third plot (middle, left) the reonstruted T2 mass for events in lass
(a), whih orresponds to the deay T → Wb, with W deaying either leptonially orhadronially. For the T singlet and (T B) doublet in senario 1, where this deay takesplae, the peaks are sharp, and they might be observed with suient luminosity. We31
point out that the presene of events with W deaying leptonially (about one halfof the total) learly indiate the T → Wb deay, but this an also be established inthe single lepton nal state with muh larger statistis. The other models with Tquarks in whih the deay T → Wb does not happen still have a fration of eventsinorretly assigned to this lass. In these models the Wb invariant mass distribution,whih should peak at mt, is broader and shifted towards larger values beause thereonstrution proedure enfores equal masses for both heavy quarks. The fourth plot(middle, right) represents the B2 invariant mass distribution for events in lass (c),from the deay B → Wt → WWb. This plot also shows the presene of a resonanedeaying into a top quark and a W boson, the latter reonstruted either from twojets or from a harged lepton plus missing energy. This peak establishes the deay
B → Wt, whih is absent in the (B Y ) doublet. Finally, the fth plot (down) showsthe reonstruted T2 mass in lass (b), orresponding to the deay T → V t, with Vdeaying into two jets. This distribution shows the presene of a resonane but doesnot help establish its nature, beause the identity of V is not determined.A few remarks are in order. It is lear that deteting the presene of a resonantpeak and drawing onlusions about the nature of the heavy quark requires a signiantamount of statistis, and a ompromise should be taken between having good reon-struted peaks (imposing quality uts on lass identiation as well as on reonstruted
W boson and top quark masses, for example) and having a suient number of events.Here we have made no quality uts in order to keep the signals as large as possible. Buteven with this onservative approah the ontributions of the three asade deays inEqs. (26) an be disentangled, and invariant mass peaks an be reonstruted so that,if suient luminosity is olleted, the deays T → Zt, T → Wb, B → Zb, B → Wtan be established.Finally, we address the disrimination of T singlets and T quarks of a (T B) doubletin senario 1, using angular distributions. (In this senario the T deay branhingratios are the same as for T singlets.) In T → Zt deays, as well as in B → W−t,the top quarks are produed with a high polarisation P = ±0.91 in the heliity axis(negative for the singlets and positive for the doublets), and the opposite polarisationfor antiquarks. This allows to determine the hirality of the WTb and WtB ouplingsby looking at the harged lepton distribution in the top quark rest frame for the eventsubset in whih the top deays leptonially. We show in Fig. 9 (left) the theoretialdistributions as omputed with the Monte Carlo generator, whih are the same for Tand B quarks, sine the deays T → Zt and B → W−t involve a oupling with the samehirality, left-handed for singlets and right-handed for doublets. On the right panel weshow the reonstruted distribution for the T singlet and TBd1 model, inluding in32
























































Figure 9: Left: Charged lepton distribution in the top quark rest frame for T → Ztand B → W−t deays. Right: distribution for the T singlet and (T B) doublet aftersimulation.the latter ase the B ontribution whih is at and slightly smooths the slope of thedistribution. It is lear that large statistis are required to disriminate both ases,but the dierenes are visible already without the need of unfolding detetor eets.The forward-bakward asymmetries omputed from the reonstruted distributions are
AFB = −0.19 for Ts and AFB = 0.24 for TBd1, so that with 30 fb−1 (orresponding to27.7 and 38.6 events in eah ase) the statistial dierene would amount to 2.4σ. Aomplete analysis unfolding the detetor eets and with an appropriate alulation ofsystemati unertainties (see for example Ref. [53℄ for a similar analysis) is beyond thesope of this work. For B → W−t deays the results are ompletely analogous but withsmaller statistis. We also note that for these large heavy quark masses the Z bosonsprodued in T → Zt, B → Zb are mostly longitudinal, and the angular distribution ofthe ℓ+ℓ− pair from Z deay is almost indistinguishable for T , B singlets and doubletsalready at the generator level.5.2 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (no Z)In the sample without Z andidates we ask for event seletion that (i) the leadinglike-sign lepton ℓ1 has transverse momentum pT > 50 GeV; (ii) the total transverseenergy HT is larger than 500 GeV. Notie again that these uts are not optimisedto redue the bakground but are quite general to searh for new heavy states. Thekinematial distributions of the two variables at pre-seletion are shown in Fig. 10 forthe SM bakground and all models exept the (B Y ) doublet model whih has a verysmall signal. As in other nal states, the HT distribution learly indiates in all asesthat one or more heavy partiles, summing a mass around 1 TeV, are produed. The33
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  (no Z)Figure 10: Left: transverse momentum distribution of the leading like-sign lepton.Right: total transverse energy. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.Pre. Sel. Re. Pre. Sel. Re.
T T̄ (Ts) 108.3 96.6 11.6 BB̄ (Bs) 194.0 181.1 25.1
T T̄ (TBd1) 119.1 111.3 15.2 BB̄ (TBd1) 247.5 235.8 39.9
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 218.8 200.0 33.6 BB̄ (TBd2) 1030.4 977.8 177.0
XX̄ (XTd) 1037.9 988.9 187.1 BB̄ (BYd) 18.0 16.9 1.1
Y Ȳ (BYd) 0.4 0.3 0.0
tt̄nj 350 41 3 WZnj 62 16 0
Wtt̄nj 67 37 3 ZZnj 7 1 0
Ztt̄nj 20 15 5Table 12: Number of events at the pre-seletion, seletion and reonstrution levels inthe ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (no Z) nal state for the signals and main bakgrounds with a luminosityof 30 fb−1.number of events after this seletion is given in Table 12, inluding also the numbers atpre-seletion for omparison. We do not require b-tagged jets at this stage beause itdoes not improve the bakground rejetion, sine most of the bakgrounds have two topquarks. The 5σ disovery luminosities in this nal state for the six models, inludingthe ontribution of both members in the ase of the doublets, are given in Table 13.The luminosity indiated for the T singlet may be optimisti beause the bakgroundnormalisation unertainty (unimportant for the other models whih have muh largersignals) may be relevant.In this nal state the heavy quark masses annot be diretly reonstruted beauseeah heavy quark has among its deay produts an invisible neutrino, and there arethree neutrinos in total. In XX̄ prodution we an still have information about the34
L Re. L Re.
Ts 11 fb−1 no TBd2 0.25 fb−1 no
Bs 3.5 fb−1 no XTd 0.25 fb−1 no
TBd1 1.1 fb−1 no BYd  noTable 13: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (no Z) nalstate. A dash indiates no signal or a luminosity larger than 100 fb−1. We also indiatewhether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.mass of one of the heavy quarks, the one deaying X → Wt → WWb, with WW →
ℓνqq̄′, by reonstruting its deay produts exept the missing neutrino.4 For thereonstrution we demand the presene of at least one b-tagged jet and two light jetswith pT > 20 GeV, and selet the hadroni X deay produts as follows:1. We selet a b jet among the ones present.2. We selet a pair of light jets j1, j2 among the three ones with highest pT (in asethere are only two, we selet these.3. We hoose the ombination minimising the quantity





, (31)with σW = 10 GeV, σt = 14 GeV.The visible omponent of the heavy quark mass mvisX is then reonstruted as theinvariant mass of these jets plus the opposite-sign lepton, of the three ones present.However, in the deay X → Wt → WWb, only half of the time the two jets and bquark will orrespond to the top deay. We then set a ut
140 GeV < mj1j2b < 210 GeV (32)to ensure that the event topology is onsistent with the deay hain assumed. Thenumber of events after the additional reonstrution onditions, inluding the ut inEq. (32), an be found in Table 12. The mvisX distribution is shown in Fig. 11. For XX̄prodution we observe an endpoint around 500 GeV, whih is not present for the othersignals nor the SM bakground. Hene, if a signal is observed, template methods maybe used to measure mX in this deay. Notie that a similar proedure to reonstrut themass in BB̄ deays is more diult due to ombinatoris, beause the two W bosons35





































  (no Z)
Figure 11: Visible reonstruted mass mvisX distribution of one of the heavy quarks (seethe text). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.from the heavy quark deay have opposite sign. Finally, it is worth remarking thatthe size of the signal itself would already give a strong hint that XX̄ or BB̄ pairs areprodued, as it is apparent from the omparison of the numbers of events in Table 12.5.3 SummaryIn this setion it has been shown that the trilepton nal state has very good sensitivityto T T̄ , BB̄ and XX̄ prodution. Pair prodution of T , B and X quarks gives nalstates with three leptons with branhing ratios not too small, and trilepton bakgroundsan be signiantly redued with not very strong seletion riteria, whih keep most ofthe signals. The disovery potential found is similar to the dilepton nal states, whihhave larger branhing ratios but also larger bakgrounds, but worse than in the singlelepton one. However, the main interest of the trilepton nal state is not heavy quarkdisovery but model disrimination, via the observation or not of several quark deaysin this unique hannel. Signals in the trilepton nal state involve either the leptonideay of a Z and a W boson, or of three W bosons. Hene, we have split the sampleinto two subsamples, one in whih a Z andidate an be found (labelled as `Z') andthe other one in whih no suh andidates an be identied (labelled as `no Z')The ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state is very interesting beause it is very sensitive to T T̄ and
BB̄ prodution, in the deay hannels of Eqs. (26). T and B singlets with a mass of 500GeV an both be disovered with a luminosity of 3.4 fb−1. Disovery of a (T B) doubletrequires 1.1 fb−1 (0.73 fb−1) in senario 1 (2), and a (X T ) doublet 0.72 fb−1 being the4Notie that the transverse mass is not useful in this ase beause there are two more neutrinosfrom the other heavy quark deay. 36
main ontribution to the signal from the T quark in the latter two ases. But this broadsensitivity brings an additional diulty for the disrimination of signals: the threesignal hannels in Eqs. (26) are interesting and it is neessary to identify event by eventto whih one it orresponds. In this sense, this nal state is also very adequate beausethe kinematis of the deay hain an be fully reonstruted as there is only one lightneutrino. With this purpose we have developed a likelihood analysis to disriminateamong the three signal hannels and then reonstrut the events aordingly. Wehave shown that the ontributions of the three asade deays in Eqs. (26) an bedisentangled, invariant mass peaks an be reonstruted, and the deays T → Zt,
T → W+b, B → Zb, B → W−t an be established if suient luminosity is olleted.This lean hannel, in whih the ombinatoris is moderate, is also a good andidate todetermine the hiralities of T , B quarks with the analysis of angular distributions in thesemileptoni deay of the top quarks produed in T → Zt, B → W−t. For example, asimple analysis presented shows that for 30 fb−1 the dierenes in a forward-bakwardasymmetry between a T quark singlet and a (T B) doublet in senario 1 would amountto 2.4σ. In T → Ht deays (seen for instane in the single lepton hannel) the statistisis larger but the top quark polarisation is smaller and the reonstrution less lean thanhere.The nal state without Z andidates is also very interesting beause of its exellentsensitivity to XX̄ and BB̄ prodution, very similar to the one in the like-sign dileptonhannel: 3.5 fb−1 for B singlets and 0.25 fb−1 for both (X T ) doublets and the TBd2model, with the main ontribution resulting fromXX̄ and BB̄ prodution, respetively.Although the masses annot be fully reonstruted in this nal state, in XX̄ produtionthe X mass an be still determined from the endpoint of an invariant mass distribution.The presene of a signal for B quarks gives indiret evidene for the B → W−t deay,whih is absent for the B quark in a (B Y ) doublet.To onlude this setion, it is worth mentioning that the trilepton nal state isalso very sensitive to heavy Dira or Majorana neutrinos in singlet, doublet or tripletrepresentations [35℄. Those signals an be distinguished from heavy quark produtionbeause in that ase the heavy neutrino an be observed as a peak in the invariant massdistribution of two opposite-harge leptons plus missing energy, with an additionalpeak in the distribution of the remaining lepton plus two jets. Salar triplets also givetrilepton signals (see for example Ref. [33℄) but the like-sign dilepton invariant massdistribution displays a very sharp peak in salar triplet prodution, whih is of ourseabsent in the ase of heavy quarks.
37
6 Final state ℓ±ℓ±This onspiuous signal an be produed in deays of B and X quark pairs when twosame-sign W bosons deay leptonially,
BB̄ → W−t W+t̄ → W−W+bW+W−b̄ W± → ℓ±ν, W∓ → qq̄′ ,
XX̄ → W+t W−t̄ → W+W+bW−W−b̄ W± → ℓ±ν, W∓ → qq̄′ , (33)and also in deays of T quark pairs involving Z bosons
T T̄ → Zt W−b̄ → ZW+bW−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, WW → ℓνqq̄′ (34)when the opposite-harge lepton from the Z deay is missed by the detetor (the hargeonjugate hannel is also inluded). Like-sign dilepton signals are relatively lean, theirlargest SM bakground being tt̄nj in the semileptoni hannel, where one of the twolike-sign leptons results from a b quark deay. A very large soure of ℓ±ℓ± events butfor low lepton transverse momenta is bb̄nj, with a ross setion of 1.4 µb (for a detaileddisussion of like-sign dilepton bakgrounds see Ref. [54℄). For example, requiring only
pT > 15 GeV for the harged leptons the number of like-sign dilepton events from tt̄nj,
bb̄nj is around 25000 and 150000, respetively, for a luminosity of 30 fb−1 [54℄. Inorder to redue suh bakgrounds, we demand for event pre-seletion (i) the preseneof two like-sign leptons with transverse momentum pT > 30 GeV; (ii) the absene ofnon-isolated muons. The rst ondition pratially eliminates bb̄nj while the latterredues WZnj, whih gives this nal state when the opposite-harge lepton from Zdeay is missed by the detetor. The number of signal and bakground events at pre-seletion an be read in Table 14. We note that it is sometimes laimed in the literature(without atually providing a proof) that SM bakgrounds with harged leptons from
b deays, namely tt̄nj and bb̄nj, an be removed or suppressed to negligible levels byisolation riteria. However, reent analyses for supersymmetry searhes performed witha full detetor simulation [52℄ arrive at the opposite onlusion. This an already beseen at the level of a fast detetor simulation. We show in Fig. 12 the minimum ∆Rdistane between the two harged leptons and the losest jet, for various signals andthe tt̄nj bakground. We observe that these variables, whih in general do not bringa tremendous improvement in the signal to bakground ratio, are even inadequate inthis ase when the signals have many hard jets.For the like-sign dilepton nal state we rst perform a disovery analysis withonditions aiming only to improve the signal signiane by reduing the bakground.Then, we impose additional requirements (whih redue the signal statistial signi-ane) to try to reonstrut the event kinematis and detet heavy quark mass peaks.These two analyses are presented in turn.38
Pre. Sel. Re. Pre. Sel. Re.
T T̄ (Ts) 139.6 79.3 65.9 BB̄ (Bs) 291.5 170.1 137.9
T T̄ (TBd1) 156.3 90.4 74.8 BB̄ (TBd1) 368.6 223.2 172.8
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 263.8 177.8 149.1 BB̄ (TBd2) 1737.4 1122.8 890.0
XX̄ (XTd) 1684.7 1138.6 900.4 BB̄ (BYd) 15.8 5.6 45.0
Y Ȳ (BYd) 2.0 0.7 0.2
tt̄nj 1413 43 23 WWnj 245 7 0
Wtt̄nj 184 47 34 WZnj 1056 9 1
Ztt̄nj 28 9 5 WWWnj 110 11 3Table 14: Number of events at the pre-seletion, seletion and reonstrution levels inthe ℓ±ℓ± nal state for the signals and main bakgrounds with a luminosity of 30 fb−1.


































































Figure 12: Lego-plot separation between the leptons and the losest jet for severalsignals and the tt̄nj bakground, at the pre-seletion level (these variables are not usedfor event seletion). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.6.1 Disovery potentialTo evaluate the disovery potential for heavy quark signals we require for event seletion(i) the presene of at least six jets, b tagged or not, with pT > 20 GeV; (ii) transversemomentum pT > 50 GeV for the leading harged lepton ℓ1; (iii) missing energy pT6 > 50GeV; (iv) transverse energy larger than 500 GeV. The kinematial distributions of thesevariables at pre-seletion are presented in Fig. 13. We also show for ompleteness theseparate multipliity distributions of light and b-tagged jets. Notie that the maximumin the transverse energy distribution for the signals indiates that one or more heavypartiles with a total mass around 1 TeV is produed. The number of signal andbakground events after our seletion uts is listed in Table 14. We observe that tt̄nj39








































































































































































































±Figure 13: Light and b-tagged jet multipliity, total jet multipliity, total transverseenergy, transverse momentum of the leading lepton and missing energy. The luminosityis 30 fb−1.still amounts to one third of the total like-sign dilepton bakground after being reduedby the uts. The orresponding disovery luminosities for eah model an be found inTable 15, also indiating whether a mass peak an be reonstruted (see the nextsubsetion). It is notieable that not only XX̄ and BB̄ deays give like-sign dileptonsbut also T T̄ deays, although the disovery luminosity in the T singlet model is muhlarger than for the rest. Finally, we note that for the B singlets and , (T B), (X T )40
doublets the signals are muh larger than the bakground and thus the unertainty inthe latter is not ruial for the evaluation of the disovery potential.
L Re. L Re.
Ts 17 fb−1 no TBd2 0.23 fb−1 no
Bs 4.1 fb−1 no XTd 0.23 fb−1 mX
TBd1 1.5 fb−1 no BYd  noTable 15: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ± nal state. A dashindiates no signal or a luminosity larger than 100 fb−1. We also indiate whether amass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.6.2 Heavy quark reonstrutionIn XX̄ prodution the invariant mass of the quark deaying hadronially an be re-onstruted from its deay produts: a b quark and four jets from W deays. In orderto do so, we restrit ourselves to events with at least one b-tagged jet and four light(non-tagged) jets. The number of signal and bakground events after these additionalreonstrution riteria is given in Table 14. The reonstrution is performed as follows:1. A b-tagged jet is seleted among the ones present.2. The four highest pT light jets are grouped in two pairs j1j2, j3j4 trying to reon-strut two W bosons, the rst one from the top quark deay and the seond onefrom X → Wt.3. The b jet is assoiated to the rst light jet pair j1j2 to reonstrut a top quark.4. Among all the possible hoies for the b jet and light jet ombinations, the oneminimising the quantity
(mj1j2 − MW )2
σ2W
+





(35)is hosen, taking σW = 10 GeV, σt = 14 GeV.The reonstruted heavy quark mass mX is then dened as the invariant mass of the
b-tagged and four light jets. These distributions are presented in Fig. 14. The long tailsin the distributions of W and top reonstruted masses are mainly aused by wrongassignments. In partiular, when only one b-tagged jet is present in the event, half of41





































































































































Figure 14: Reonstruted masses of the two W bosons, the top and the heavy quark.The luminosity is 30 fb−1.the times it orresponds to the b quark from the other heavy quark X in whih the Wbosons deay leptonially. Still, the heavy quark mass peak is learly observed withoutthe need of quality uts on W and top reonstruted masses (whih of ourse sharpenthe mX peak). The rest of signals and the SM bakground do not exhibit any resonantstruture, whih shows that the above proedure does not introdue any bias. Notethat a similar mass reonstrution annot be ahieved for BB̄ or T T̄ deays, due tothe missing neutrino from eah of the heavy quark deays.Although the ross setion and mass reonstrution are onsistent with the produ-tion of a XX̄ pair we still an ask ourselves to whih extent we an onlude that XX̄pairs are produed and not other possibility onsistent with harge onservation andgiving the same nal state. We an establish XX̄ prodution in two steps. First, weensure that the extra boson from the heavy quark deaying hadronially, reonstrutedfrom two jets j3 and j4, is a W boson and not a Z. It is not surprising that the j3j4invariant mass distribution in Fig. 14 has a peak around MW , sine this is imposed inthe reonstrution proedure. The question is then what would happen if, instead ofhoosing the pair of jets whih best reonstrut a W boson, we hose the pair whih42



























































Figure 15: Comparison between the reonstruted masses of the extra boson and theheavy quark, using an alternative proedure (see the text). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.best reonstrut a Z. The omparison between both situations is shown in Fig. 15,inluding the two signals in the (X T ) doublet (XX̄ and T T̄ ). We observe that ifwe selet the pair of jets with mj3j4 losest to MZ the distribution is slightly shiftedbut the peak is maintained at MW , and the heavy quark reonstrution is unaeted.Then, up to a more detailed study with a full detetor simulation to onrm theseresults, it seems that the identity of the gauge boson from the heavy quark deay anbe established. This leaves us with two options for the heavy quark: a B (harge −1/3)or X (harge 5/3) quark. (The opposite harges for antiquarks are understood.)Then, we examine the transverse mass distribution of the rest of partiles in theevent, restriting ourselves to events with two b tags for simpliity and imposing thequality uts
40 GeV < mj1j2 < 120 GeV ,
125 GeV < mj1j2b < 225 GeV (36)on the reonstrution (see Fig. 14). We dene the transverse mass as in Ref. [27℄,
m2tr = (EℓℓbT + pT6 )2 − (pℓℓbνT )2 , (37)with (EℓℓbT )2 = (pℓℓbT )2 +m2ℓℓb, pνT ≡ pT6 and the transverse momenta of dierent partilessummed vetorially. This distribution, shown in Fig. 16 for the relevant signals, hasan edge around mX for the (X T ) doublet signal, showing that the like-sign hargedleptons and the b quark result from the deay of a 500 GeV resonane. Then, hargeonservation and the absene of signiant additional jet ativity (whih ould beidentied as additional partons produed in the hard proess) implies the possibleharge assignments (Qh, Ql) = ±(5/3,−5/3),±(5/3,−7/3),±(1/3,−5/3) for the heavy43
quark deaying hadronially and leptonially, respetively. Of these three possibilities,the only one onsistent with a small mixing of the third SM generation and the newquarks with the rst two SM generations (so that b quarks are produed in bb̄ pairs) isthe rst one, orresponding to XX̄ prodution.

































Figure 16: Transverse mass distribution of the two harged leptons, a b jet and themissing energy. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.
6.3 SummaryWe have shown in this setion that the like-sign dilepton nal state has an exellentdisovery potential for XX̄ prodution: a (X T ) doublet of 500 GeV ould be disov-ered with only 0.23 fb−1. This disovery potential is only mathed by the trileptonand single lepton nal states (but in the latter the quark observed is the T partner).Moreover, a heavy quark mass peak an be found in the invariant mass distribution ofa reonstruted top quark and two extra jets, resulting from the hadroni deay of a
W boson. Despite the fat that heavy quark harges annot be diretly measured (un-less the b jet harge is measured, whih is very diult at LHC), the detailed analysisof the event kinematis an eventually establish that the signal orresponds to XX̄prodution if this indeed is the ase.For BB̄ prodution the signals are also interesting and the disovery potential isalso very good: 4.1 fb−1 for B singlets and 1.1 fb−1, 0.23 fb−1 for (T B) doublets insenarios 1 and 2, respetively. For BB̄ prodution the heavy quark mass peaks annotbe reonstruted beause eah heavy quark has among its deay produts an invisibleneutrino. But the presene of a signal distinguishes a B singlet or (T B) doublet, whihhave deays B → W−t, from the B quark in a (B Y ) doublet whih does not. This nalstate has some sensitivity to T T̄ prodution, with one heavy quark deaying T → Zt,44
Ref. [27℄ Our analysis
XX̄ (XTd) 440 470.6
BB̄ (TBd2) 424 470.7Bakground 23 116Table 16: Number of signal and bakground events for 10 fb−1 using the seletionriteria in Ref. [27℄.
Z → ℓ+ℓ− and one of these leptons missed by the detetor. The disovery potentialis worse than in other nal states, however, and the heavy quark masses annot bereonstruted.We note that our results exhibit some dierenes with respet to previous work [27℄,due to two dierent soures:
• We inlude a fast detetor simulation and pile-up, and in order to redue SMbakgrounds we must apply tighter event seletion riteria. For example, theevent seletion in Ref. [27℄ demands ve jets with pseudo-rapidity |η| < 5. Thisis not sensible in the presene of pile-up, so we restrit our analysis to the entralregion of the alorimeter, |η| < 2.5. In fat, we have applied the uts in Ref. [27℄to our simulation, obtaining a similar signal eieny but a bakground 5 timeslarger (see Table 16). In partiular tt̄nj, not onsidered there, amounts to 52events, about one half of the total SM ontribution. Therefore, reduing thebakground requires stronger seletion riteria whih obviously redue the signalas well.
• As already indiated in setion 3, our 5σ disovery riterion is that (i) the signalstatistial signiane (possibly evaluated with Poisson statistis) is larger than
5σ; (ii) the number of events is larger than 10. This seond ondition, whihdetermines the limits on the XX̄ and BB̄ signals for this nal state, is notinluded in Ref. [27℄. Then, even for equal number of signal and bakgroundevents, their limits are better.Our mass reonstrution method is also more involved and adapted to the more realistionditions and the higher jet multipliities found in our analysis.We nally omment on some other models giving the same nal state. Like-signdilepton signals without signiant missing energy are harateristi of the presene ofa heavy Majorana neutrinos [55℄, either in singlet or triplet SU(2)L representations (fora detailed omparison see Ref. [35℄). Those models an be easily distinguished from45
heavy quark prodution beause in the heavy neutrino ase (i) the missing energy isvery small; (ii) two heavy resonanes an be reonstruted, eah one onsisting of aharged lepton and two jets. On the other hand, like-sign dileptons with large missingenergy are harateristi of heavy Dira neutrinos in triplet SU(2)L representations [35℄,but in this ase a resonane an be reonstruted with one harged lepton and twojets. Salar triplet prodution also gives this nal state but with the like-sign dileptoninvariant mass displaying a sharp peak at the doubly harged salar mass (see forexample Ref. [33℄).7 Final state ℓ+ℓ−This nal state has large SM bakgrounds whih make it more diult to observepositive signals by simply ounting events with few seletion riteria, as it is possible inthe leaner nal states, and demand either a signal reonstrution to observe invariantmass peaks or an eient bakground redution. We ask for pre-seletion the preseneof (i) two opposite-harged leptons with pT > 30 GeV; (ii) two b-tagged jets with
pT > 20 GeV. Dilepton signals result from many signal deay hannels, for example
T T̄ → Zt W−b̄ → ZW+bW−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → qq̄′ ,
T T̄ → Zt V t̄ → ZW+b V W−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → qq̄′, V → qq̄/νν̄ ,
BB̄ → ZbW+t̄ → ZbW+W−b̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → qq̄′ , (38)involving a Z → ℓ+ℓ− deay (here V = Z, H), or
T T̄ → W+bW−b̄ W → ℓν ,
T T̄ → W+b V t̄ → W+b V W−b̄ W → ℓν, V → qq̄/νν̄ ,
BB̄ → W−t W+t̄ → W−W+bW+W−b̄ 2W → ℓν, 2W → qq̄′ ,
XX̄ → W+t W−t̄ → W+W+bW−W−b̄ 2W → ℓν, 2W → qq̄′ ,
Y Ȳ → W−bW+b̄ W → ℓν , (39)with two leptoni W deays. As it has been done in other nal states, we separate thesample into two ones, one for events with a Z andidate (when the two harged leptonshave the same avour and invariant mass |mℓ+ℓ− − MZ | < 15 GeV), and the otherone with the rest of events, whih do not fulll one of these onditions. Bakgroundsare also separated by this division: the ones involving Z prodution like Znj and
Zbb̄nj mainly ontribute to the former while tt̄nj ontributes to the latter. The totalnumber of signal and bakground events at pre-seletion level in both samples is givenin Table 17, and the dilepton mass distribution for the signals in Fig. 17.46
Total Z no Z Total Z no Z
T T̄ (Ts) 715.9 179.6 536.3 BB̄ (Bs) 819.8 393.4 426.4
T T̄ (TBd1) 799.4 174.1 625.3 BB̄ (TBd1) 907.5 388.1 519.4
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 1007.7 341.6 666.1 BB̄ (TBd2) 1105.4 55.4 1050.0
XX̄ (XTd) 1147.4 60.7 1086.7 BB̄ (BYd) 902.5 780.3 122.2
Y Ȳ (BYd) 570.4 25.8 544.6
tt̄nj 68493 7464 61029 Z∗/γ∗nj 5245 4875 370
tW 2135 212 1923 Zbb̄nj 10132 9807 325
tt̄bb̄ 347 38 309 Zcc̄nj 931 883 48
Wtt̄nj 63 4 59 Ztt̄nj 106 88 18Table 17: Number of events in the ℓ+ℓ− nal state for the signals and main bakgroundswith a luminosity of 30 fb−1, at pre-seletion level.






































Figure 17: ℓ+ℓ− invariant mass distributions for the six models in the ℓ+ℓ− nal state.The luminosity is 30 fb−1.7.1 Final state ℓ+ℓ− (Z)In the sample with |mℓ+ℓ− −MZ | < 15 GeV we rst perform a generi analysis sensitiveto T and B quarks, to obtain the disovery potential in this sample. Then, we performa spei one aiming to detet the deay B → Hb (and thus the Higgs boson) in
BB̄ → ZbHb̄ deays. This nal state is interesting for Higgs boson disovery in modelswith doublets (B Y ) where the only deays of the B quark are B → Zb, B → Hb andthe deay B → Hb annot be reonstruted in the single lepton hannel.
47
7.1.1 Disovery potentialHere we demand for event seletion (i) at least four jets with pT > 20 GeV; (ii) trans-verse momentum pT > 50 GeV for the leading harged lepton ℓ1; (iii) transverse energy
HT > 500 GeV. The kinematial distributions of the three variables are presented inFig. 18. Most signal hannels, in partiular those in Eqs. (38), have at least four jets at









































































































Figure 18: Kinematial distributions of variables used in seletion riteria for the ℓ+ℓ−(Z) nal state: light jet multipliity, transverse momentum of the leading lepton andtotal transverse energy. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.the partoni level. One exeption is BB̄ → ZbV b with V → qq̄/νν̄, in whih additionaljets are only produed by radiation or fragmentation. Still, this signal is sizeable afterthe multipliity ut. The reader may also notie that the bakground ould be furtherredued by requiring for example HT > 1 TeV. However, it is not lear whether thiswould indeed improve the signal observability. If the signal annot be seen as a learpeak (or bump) over the bakground lineshape, its observation requires a simple eventounting in whih, if the bakground is large as it is our ase, the bakground normali-sation unertainty plays an important role. On the other hand, if the signal displays apeak the bakground an be in priniple normalised from o-peak measurements and48
its unertainty will be smaller. The seletion uts made here represent a (onservative)ompromise between having a manageable bakground and still observe the signal peakstruture.As it was done for the trilepton hannel, we build here a likelihood funtion to dis-riminate among the three signal hannels in Eqs. (38), building probability funtionsfor three signal lasses: (a) T T̄ → ZtWb; (b) T T̄ → ZtV t; (c) BB̄ → ZbWt. Wegenerate high-statistis samples dierent from the ones used for the nal analysis. Wehoose not to inlude a separate lass for the bakground, beause that would stronglybias it towards signal-like distributions and jeopardise the observation of reonstrutedpeaks. At any rate, the disriminant analysis implemented here rejets a large frationof the bakground (whih is lassied as T T̄ -like) when we onentrate ourselves on the
BB̄ signal. To build the disriminant variables we use an approximate reonstrutionof the two W bosons deaying hadronially, hoosing among the light jets (up to amaximum of 6) the four ones whih best reonstrut two W bosons. Then, we use thesame variables as in the trilepton hannel but this time with two hadroni W bosons
W1, W2, ordered by transverse momenta as well as the b-tagged jets b1, b2. The result-ing distributions are presented in Fig. 19. It is seen that the disriminating power ispratially the same as in the trilepton hannel, as it an be better observed in Fig. 20whih represents the likelihood funtion evaluated on the three lass samples, givingthe probabilities Pa, Pb, Pc that the events orrespond to eah lass. Table 18 showsthe performane of the likelihood funtion on the referene samples. Events in a lass
x are orretly lassied if Px > Py, Pz, where y, z are the other lasses.Class Pa > Pb, Pc Pb > Pa, Pc Pc > Pa, Pb(a) 0.59 0.25 0.16(b) 0.23 0.62 0.15(c) 0.17 0.18 0.65Table 18: Performane of the likelihood funtion on the ℓ+ℓ− event referene samples:frations of events in eah sample and their lassiation. Events in a lass x areorretly lassied if Px > Py, Pz, where y, z are the other lasses.The event reonstrution proeeds in the same way as in the trilepton hannel (seesetion 5.1.2) but replaing the leptoni W boson by a seond W deaying hadronially.We use all jets pairings with a maximum of 6 light jets to onstrut two W bosons, andfor events in lass (b) we require at least 8 jets (b-tagged or not), otherwise the eventsare rejeted. The number of signal and bakground events after reonstrution utsand their distribution in the three lasses is given in Table 19. Notie that the total49
























































































































































































Figure 19: Kinematial variables used to lassify the three heavy quark signals in the
ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state.number of events inludes those whih are later rejeted in reonstrution. We alsoremark that this signal disrimination based on topology brings an important leaningof the bakground for events lassied as BB̄, as we already have antiipated.We show in Fig. 21 the two most interesting signal peaks, those involving thedeays T1 → Zt, ommon to lasses (a, b), and B1 → Zb in lass (c). These peaksare less biased by the reonstrution proess although we an notie that, for example,the B → Zb singlet signals misidentied and reonstruted as T → Zt have a small50




















































































Figure 20: Probability distribution funtions for events in the referene samples.














































































Figure 21: Reonstruted heavy quark masses in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state. The lumi-nosity is 30 fb−1.bump around 500 GeV. Notie that the B1 peaks in the Zb invariant mass distributionare very sharp and signiative, resulting in an exellent disovery potential for Bquarks. For the other heavy quarks T2, B2 with full hadroni deay the distributionsare more biased, and the heavy quark peaks are almost equally well reonstruted forthe signals as for the SM bakground: among the many jet ombinations it is always51
Total (a) (b) (c)
T T̄ (Ts) 137.3 50.4 56.5 21.7
T T̄ (TBd1) 135.6 48.6 56.6 21.3
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 297.9 67.4 165.0 40.5
XX̄ (XTd) 45.0 14.2 18.6 2.8
BB̄ (Bs) 220.4 65.4 31.1 113.5
BB̄ (TBd1) 218.3 61.1 28.9 121.3
BB̄ (TBd2) 38.8 11.3 15.3 3.3
BB̄ (BYd) 372.2 134.8 45.9 180.9
Y Ȳ (BYd) 5.3 1.9 0.3 2.7
tt̄nj 450 113 129 16
tW 9 4 1 0
Z∗/γ∗nj 181 32 86 12
Zbb̄nj 335 109 74 51
Zcc̄nj 61 24 14 8
Ztt̄nj 65 15 28 8Table 19: Number of signal events in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state at the seletion levelassigned to eah event lass. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.possible, espeially when the bakground involves top quarks and W bosons, to ndone whih is kinematially similar to the signal. These distributions are uninterestingand are not presented for brevity. Analogously, we do not present nor perform qualityuts on reonstruted W and top masses, whih are very similar for the signals andbakgrounds. We estimate the signal signiane by performing a ut around the masspeaks,
400 GeV < mT1 , mB1 < 600 GeV , (40)giving the numbers of signal and bakground events in Table 20 for ompleteness. Thedisovery luminosities obtained summing all signal ontributions within a given modeland ombining the signianes for the T1 and B1 peaks are presented in Table 21. Wend that the amount of work neessary to build the likelihood funtion and disriminatethe dierent signals pays o, and the disovery luminosities ahieved are quite smallin some ases. The exellent result obtained for BB̄ prodution in a (B Y ) doublet,where the B quark only deays in B → Zb, B → Hb, deserves a speial mention: inmost nal states examined up to now the disovery potential for this model was ratherlimited but the opposite-harge dilepton one onstitutes a remarkable exeption. Thereonstruted peak in the Zb invariant mass distribution shows the presene of a heavy52
T1 (a,b) B1 (c) T1 (a,b) B1 (c)
T T̄ (Ts) 77.5 15.1 BB̄ (Bs) 55.7 93.6
T T̄ (TBd1) 74.2 14.1 BB̄ (TBd1) 52.9 103.7
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 159.6 27.6 BB̄ (TBd2) 13.2 2.2
XX̄ (XTd) 18.7 1.3 BB̄ (BYd) 101.3 148.2
Y Ȳ (BYd) 1.4 1.7
tt̄nj 69 0 Zbb̄nj 78 28
tW 1 0 Zcc̄nj 15 4
Z∗/γ∗nj 22 8 Ztt̄nj 22 5Table 20: Number of signal events in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state at the T1, B1 heavy quarkpeaks. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.
L Re. L Re.
Ts 22 fb−1 mT TBd2 4.4 fb−1 mT
Bs 4.5 fb−1 mB XTd 4.4 fb−1 mT
TBd1 2.4 fb−1 mT , mB BYd 1.8 fb−1 mBTable 21: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state.We also indiate whether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.
B quark with harge −1/3. The same an be said regarding the Zt distribution and
T quarks, although in this ase the bakground is muh larger and the observation inthe trilepton nal state is easier and leaner.7.1.2 Disovery of B → HbWe now onentrate ourselves on the proess BB̄ → ZbHb̄. As seletion riteria weonly ask (i) the presene of four b-tagged jets with pT > 20 GeV, whih is suientto pratially eliminate all bakgrounds, and (ii) less than four light jets, to removethe overlap between this nal state and the previous one.5 We give in Table 22 thenumbers of events at pre-seletion and seletion for all signals and bakgrounds. Thisnal state has an exellent disovery potential for the Higgs boson with a (B Y ) doublet5This is not stritly neessary as long as we do not intend to ombine the statistial sensitivitiesof both samples, but we inlude it for simpliity and in order to be onservative. Dropping therequirement on light jets the signals in this sample are larger and the disovery luminosity for the
(B Y ) doublet is redued about a fator of two. 53
Pre. Sel. Pre. Sel.
T T̄ (Ts) 179.6 3.1 BB̄ (Bs) 393.4 12.9
T T̄ (TBd1) 174.1 4.1 BB̄ (TBd1) 388.1 14.4
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 341.6 7.7 BB̄ (TBd2) 55.4 0.4
XX̄ (XTd) 60.7 0.2 BB̄ (BYd) 780.3 38.8
Y Ȳ (BYd) 25.8 0.0
tt̄nj 7464 0 Z∗/γ∗nj 4875 0
tW 212 0 Zbb̄nj 9807 6
tt̄bb̄ 38 4 Zcc̄nj 883 0
Wtt̄nj 4 0 Ztt̄nj 88 0Table 22: Number of events in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state at pre-seletion and with theseletion requirement of four b-tagged jets. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.
L Re. L Re.
Ts  no TBd2  no
Bs  no XTd  no
TBd1 30 fb−1 no BYd 9.2 fb−1 mB, MHTable 23: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal statewith four b tags. We also indiate whether a mass peak an be reonstruted in thisnal state.(see Table 23), and moderate for the TBd1 model. In our estimations for the sensitivitywe inlude a 20% systemati unertainty in the bakground when neessary.The Higgs boson mass an also be reonstruted when it results from a B deay,doing as follows.1. We selet a b jet to be paired with the Z boson andidate and reonstrut theheavy quark B1; the other heavy quark B2 is reonstruted from the three re-maining b jets.2. The ombination minimising the mass dierene (mB2 − mB1) is hosen.3. Among the three b jets from B2, we hoose the two ones with minimum invariantmass to be the ones orresponding to the Higgs deay.The resulting reonstruted Higgs mass is shown in Fig. 22 (left). As we alreadyhave mentioned, this nal state is most interesting for the (B Y ) doublet whih has54






















































Figure 22: Reonstruted Higgs boson mass in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) nal state with four btags. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.a large signal and in whih the Higgs mas peak an be learly reonstruted withsuient luminosity. For T → Ht deays a small signal ould be seen with dierentseletion riteria but we do not address this here, sine T → Ht signals are far moreinteresting in the single lepton hannel. Finally, one may wonder whether the Higgspeak results from the presene of a resonane or if it is merely a kinematial eet. Toinvestigate this, we an use a dierent reonstrution by seleting the two b jets withsmallest pT . The resulting distribution, shown in Fig. 22 (right), also displays a peakat the same plae although the ombinatorial bakground is larger in this ase.7.2 Final state ℓ+ℓ− (no Z)In this nal state the signals involve two W boson deays from dierent heavy quarksin general, and hene the heavy mass peaks are diult to reonstrut exept for BB̄prodution. The detetion of a signal must then rely on event ounting, whih requiresan eient bakground suppression. We perform here two analyses: rst a generi oneaiming to disover the new quark signals, and then a spei one to reonstrut theheavy B quark mass. This mass reonstrution is useful for the TBd2 model, wherethe B → Zb deay does not take plae.7.2.1 Disovery potentialFor event seletion we demand (i) transverse momentum pT > 100 GeV for the sub-leading jet (b-tagged or not); (ii) transverse energy HT > 750 GeV; (iii) the invariantmass of the highest-pT b jet b1 and eah of the two leptons must be larger than the55
top mass, taken here as 175 GeV. The rst two onditions redue bakgrounds ingeneral, while the third one strongly suppresses tt̄nj prodution, where the b quarksand harged leptons result from top deays. The kinematial distributions of thesevariables are presented in Fig. 23. The number of events after these uts an be read





























































































































































Figure 23: Kinematial distributions of variables used in seletion riteria for the ℓ+ℓ−(no Z) nal state: transverse momentum of the seond highest-pT jet, total transverseenergy and invariant masses of the two leptons and the leading b jet. The luminosityis 30 fb−1.in Table 24, where we also inlude for better omparison the numbers of events atpre-seletion. We point out that among the opposite-sign BB̄ events produed in thedeay
BB̄ → W−t W+t̄ → W−W+bW+W−b̄ 2W → ℓν, 2W → qq̄′ , (41)those surviving the mℓ1b and mℓ2b uts mostly orrespond to leptoni deay of thetwo opposite-sign W bosons produed in B → W−t, B̄ → W+t̄ deays. Then, amass reonstrution is diult with these event seletion riteria, whih are anywayvery eient to redue the tt̄ bakground and observe a heavy quark signal. Theluminosities required for 5σ disovery are given in Table 25. Sine in this nal state56
Pre. Sel. Pre. Sel.
T T̄ (Ts) 536.3 236.6 BB̄ (Bs) 426.4 170.1
T T̄ (TBd1) 625.3 274.4 BB̄ (TBd1) 519.4 202.7
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 666.1 175.6 BB̄ (TBd2) 1050.0 233.3
XX̄ (XTd) 1086.7 240.5 BB̄ (BYd) 122.2 89.1
Y Ȳ (BYd) 544.6 359.1
tt̄nj 61029 80 Z∗/γ∗nj 370 1
tW 1923 14 Zbb̄nj 325 6
tt̄bb̄ 309 22 Zcc̄nj 48 1
Wtt̄nj 59 3 Ztt̄nj 18 6Table 24: Number of events in the ℓ+ℓ− (no Z) nal state (disovery analysis) forthe signals and main bakgrounds with a luminosity of 30 fb−1, at pre-seletion andseletion level.
L Re. L Re.
Ts 2.7 fb−1 no TBd2 1.1 fb−1 mB
Bs 9.3 fb−1 mB XTd 1.1 fb−1 no
TBd1 0.83 fb−1 mB BYd 0.87 fb−1 noTable 25: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ+ℓ− (no Z) nal state.We also indiate whether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.the bakground is still relatively important, the unertainty in its overall normalisationaets the signiane of the signals. We then inlude a 20% systemati unertaintyin our estimations in order to be more realisti. We point out the exellent sensitivityof this nal state to T T̄ , XX̄ and Y Ȳ prodution. The latter is speially important,beause Y pair prodution only gives signals in the opposite-sign dilepton and singlelepton hannels, and the disovery of harge −4/3 quarks must be done in one of them.7.2.2 Heavy quark reonstrutionIn order to reonstrut the heavy B masses we drop from the seletion riteria the ℓbinvariant mass requirements, to allow for top quark semileptoni deays in Eq. (41).The seletion riteria in this ase are: (i) the presene of four jets with pT > 20 GeV;(ii) transverse momentum pT > 100 GeV for the sub-leading jet (b-tagged or not); (iii)transverse energy HT > 750 GeV. The number of events are given in Table 26. We57
Pre. Sel. Re. Pre. Sel. Re.
T T̄ (Ts) 536.3 209.3 21.1 BB̄ (Bs) 426.4 206.4 24.6
T T̄ (TBd1) 625.3 248.7 27.0 BB̄ (TBd1) 519.4 249.4 36.2
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 666.1 395.7 42.4 BB̄ (TBd2) 1050.0 623.6 122.4
XX̄ (XTd) 1086.7 661.1 127.2 BB̄ (BYd) 122.2 53.6 4.6
Y Ȳ (BYd) 544.6 118.7 11.0
tt̄nj 61029 1419 139 Z∗/γ∗nj 370 2 0
tW 1923 18 0 Zbb̄nj 325 4 0
tt̄bb̄ 309 28 2 Zcc̄nj 48 0 0
Wtt̄nj 59 6 0 Ztt̄nj 18 8 2Table 26: Number of events in the ℓ+ℓ− (no Z) nal state (reonstrution analysis) forthe signals and main bakgrounds with a luminosity of 30 fb−1, at pre-seletion andseletion level, and inluding reonstruted mass uts.notie that the tt̄nj bakground is muh larger here than in the previous disoveryanalysis (Table 24).For events in whih the W+W− pair orresponds to the same heavy quark, theinvariant mass of the W bosons deaying hadronially plus one of the b quarks willpeak at mB. The heavy quark mass reonstrution is done analogously as for the Xquark in the like-sign dilepton hannel in setion 6.2, and the reonstruted heavyquark mass mB is then dened as the invariant mass of the b quark and four light jetsseleted. These distributions are presented in Fig. 24. We point out that, in ontrastwith the X quark reonstrution in the like-sign dilepton hannel, half of the eventsin BB̄ deays have opposite-sign leptons resulting from dierent heavy quark deays.The heavy B quark mass peak is reasonably well reonstruted as it is shown in thelast plot of Fig. 24 but the distribution is quite similar for a X quark. Then, althoughthe presene of a signal would be apparent, the observation of a lear peak and thedisrimination among these two possiblities is rather diult, even more in the preseneof a large tt̄ bakground.6 We then apply quality uts to improve the reonstrutionand redue the bakground,
60 GeV < mj1j2 < 100 GeV ,
60 GeV < mj3j4 < 100 GeV ,
125 GeV < mj1j2b < 225 GeV . (42)6For higher masses the bakground suppression is more eient via transverse energy requirments,and the B quark peak may be easier to reonstrut [56℄.58




























































































































































Figure 24: Reonstruted masses of the two W bosons, the top and the heavy quark.The luminosity is 30 fb−1.The number of events after these uts is given in Table 26. With these uts, thereonstruted mass for the TBd2 model (displaying a peak at mB) and the (X T )doublet (without peak) are quite dierent, as it an be seen in Fig. 25 (left). Bothpossibilities ould also be distinguished in the presene of bakground, as shown inthe right panel. The reonstrution of a peak in the Wt invariant mass distributionshows that the heavy quark has harge −1/3 or 5/3. Unfortunately the transversemass of the B quark with leptoni W deays does not display a lear endpoint, and thediret identiation of the quark harge is not possible as for X quarks in the like-signdilepton hannel.7.3 SummaryDespite the a priori large opposite-sign dilepton bakgrounds, this nal state turnsout to have an exellent sensitivity to heavy quark signals. These signals and the SMbakgrounds result from either the leptoni deay of a Z or of two W bosons. Therefore,as it was done in other nal states, it is advantageous to divide this nal state into two59
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Figure 25: Left: reonstruted mass of the heavy quark for the two largest signals.Right: the same, inluding the SM bakground. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.subsamples, with or without a Z andidate.The dilepton sample with a Z andidate has a huge bakground from Znj produ-tion whih an be pratially removed by asking for the presene of two b-tagged jetsand four light jets. One that SM bakgrounds are manageable, we have implemented alikelihood funtion whih disriminates among the three proesses in Eqs. (38), lassify-ing events with a good eieny. The event reonstrution is then performed aordingto this lassiation. For events identied as BB̄ → ZbWt, the Zb invariant mass dis-tribution displays a sharp peak whih signals the presene of a harge −1/3 quark. For
T T̄ prodution a peak an be observed in the Zt invariant mass distribution but thebakground is larger in this ase. The disovery luminosities are small, as it an beseen in Table 21. The ase of B quarks in the (B Y ) doublet (1.8 fb−1 for 500 GeVquarks) deserves a speial mention, sine these quarks are muh harder to see in othernal states. For this model, the observation of the deay B → Hb, with H → bb̄ isalso possible if we onentrate on nal states with four b tags, and 5σ disovery ouldbe possible with a luminosity below 10 fb−1 for mB = 500 GeV and MH = 115 GeV.This deay is interesting not only to establish the identity of the B quark but beauseit is a possible disovery hannel for the Higgs boson if suh doublets exist.In the subsample without Z andidates we have performed two dierent analyses,rst a generi one whih ahieves the best signal signiane and then a spei oneto reonstrut the heavy B quark mass in B → W−t deays. The bakground is againimportant but the largest one, tt̄nj, an be pratially removed by requiring invariantmasses mℓb > mt, so that the harged leptons and b quarks annot result from a topquark deay (this requirement must be dropped in the reonstrution analysis). Afterbakground suppression, this nal state also oers an exellent disovery potential60
for the pair prodution of T , X and Y quarks. For example, 5σ signiane an beahieved with a luminosity around 1 fb−1 for the four models with quark doublets.The sensitivity to Y quarks is espeially important beause they only have deays
Y → W−b, and their detetion an only be performed in the opposite-sign dileptonand single lepton nal states.Finally, we have performed the reonstrution of the B quark mass in B → W−t →
W−W+b deays (or the harge onjugate), with both W bosons deaying hadronially.This is speially interesting for the TBd2 model where the B → Zb deay does nottake plae. In this analysis the mℓb > mt requirement must be dropped in order tokeep the events whih atually display a peak in the invariant mass of four light jetsplus a b-tagged jet. With adequate reonstrution quality uts a lear peak ouldbe observed distinguishing BB̄ and XX̄ prodution, but the quark harge annot bediretly measured.8 Final state ℓ±Single lepton signals result from heavy quark pair deays when one of the W bosons(up to four are present, depending on the hannel) deays leptonially and the rest of
W , Z and Higgs bosons deay hadronially. Hene, single lepton signals benet from alarge branhing ratio. This nal state is fundamental to establish whether the T → Wbdeay takes plae (this an also be seen in the trilepton nal state but needs about tentimes more luminosity, see setion 5.1.2). Due to the large size of the signals, one analso look for subsamples with high b jet multipliities to establish the deays T → Ht,
B → Hb. Without being ompletely exhaustive, we will perform three analyses in thissetion. The rst one, in the single lepton hannel with exatly two b tags, is devotedto the searh of the T → Wb deay. The seond one, in a sample with four b tags,allows to searh for T → Ht and B → Hb. The third one, requiring six b tags, is veryuseful to look for T → Ht in the models where this deay has an enhaned branhingratio. For event pre-seletion we require (i) one harged lepton with pT > 30 GeV; (ii)at least two b jets with pT > 20 GeV; (iii) at least two light jets also with pT > 20 GeV.The total number of events for the signals and main bakgrounds at pre-seletion aregiven in Table 27, as well as the numbers in the three subsamples.
61
Total 2b 4b 6b
T T̄ (Ts) 9415.3 5797.8 874.7 26.5
T T̄ (TBd1) 10064.4 6172.9 931.8 29.0
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 11782.9 5294.3 1873.4 112.1
XX̄ (XTd) 9213.8 7506.3 172.9 0.4
BB̄ (Bs) 6535.6 4460.1 412.9 2.5
BB̄ (TBd1) 7021.4 4802.3 434.2 2.8
BB̄ (TBd2) 9193.4 7484.4 164.6 0.0
BB̄ (BYd) 2146.1 1399.6 150.7 0.7
Y Ȳ (BYd) 7444.1 6588.5 58.7 0.3
tt̄nj 965051 902205 1629 0
tW 31920 30280 38 0
tt̄bb̄ 4355 2287 423 2
tt̄tt̄ 27 12 1 0
Wnj 38185 37236 14 0
Wbb̄nj 20634 19920 16 0
Wtt̄nj 654 592 0 0
Z/γnj 3397 3314 0 0
Zbb̄nj 4874 4715 5 0Table 27: Number of signal and bakground events in the ℓ± nal state at the pre-seletion level, and in the four subsamples studied. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.8.1 Final state ℓ± (2b)In this hannel, the proesses we are mainly interested in are
T T̄ → W+bW−b̄ WW → ℓνqq̄′ ,
Y Ȳ → W−bW+b̄ WW → ℓνqq̄′ . (43)There are other deay hannels for T quarks, involving T → Zt and T → Ht, whihgive the same nal state, but they are suppressed by the seletion riteria. Someprodution and deay hannels of B and X quarks also give single lepton signals, forexample
BB̄ → W−t W+t̄ → W−W+bW+W−b̄ 3W → qq̄′, 1W → ℓν ,
XX̄ → W+t W−t̄ → W+W+bW−W−b̄ 3W → qq̄′, 1W → ℓν , (44)but they are rather diult to see due to their greater similarity with tt̄ prodution.Then, we onentrate our analysis on the hannels in Eqs. (43). The seletion riteria62
applied for this are: (i) transverse momentum pT > 150 GeV for both b jets; (ii)transverse energy HT > 750 GeV; (iii) the invariant mass of both b jets and the hargedlepton must be larger than the top mass, taken here as 175 GeV. The distributions ofthe relevant variables are shown in Fig. 26. The rst ondition is inspired by the speideays in Eqs. (43). (The dependene on the pT ut is not very strong, and we havehoosen 150 GeV for simpliity.) The transverse energy requirement is a general oneto look for high mass states, not very optimised for these heavy quark masses. Theinvariant mass requirements are extremely useful to redue the tt̄nj bakground (stillsome events remain due to mistag of the harm or light jets), and allows to improve ourresults over previous analyses for T T̄ prodution in this hannel [24, 25℄. However, itredues the BB̄ and XX̄ signals for whih some of the deay hannels have the hargedlepton and b quarks both resulting from a top quark. We give in Table 28 the numberof events at seletion, also inluding the ones at pre-seletion for better omparison.We observe the exellent bakground redution ahieved with these simple seletion














































































































































Figure 26: Kinematial distributions of variables used in seletion riteria for the ℓ±(2b) nal state: transverse momentum of the subleading b jet, total transverse energyand invariant masses of the harged lepton and the two b jets. The luminosity is 30fb−1. 63
Pre. Sel. Peak Pre. Sel. Peak
T T̄ (Ts) 5797.8 796.6 538.8 BB̄ (Bs) 4460.1 391.7 217.7
T T̄ (TBd1) 6172.9 795.0 551.7 BB̄ (TBd1) 4802.3 352.8 193.4
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 5294.3 123.8 55.2 BB̄ (TBd2) 7484.4 186.5 84.7
XX̄ (XTd) 7506.3 165.5 74.8 BB̄ (BYd) 1399.6 307.0 198.8
Y Ȳ (BYd) 6588.5 1974.3 1508.8
tt̄nj 902205 299 117 Wbb̄nj 19920 125 52
tW 30280 68 34 Wtt̄nj 592 12 1
tt̄bb̄ 2287 15 6 Z/γnj 3314 2 1
tt̄tt̄ 12 1 0 Zbb̄nj 4715 24 9
Wnj 37236 49 22Table 28: Number of signal and bakground events in the ℓ± (2b) nal state at thepre-seletion and seletion level, and at the reonstruted mass peak. The luminosityis 30 fb−1.riteria, espeially with the ℓb invariant mass uts: the tt̄nj bakground is redued bya fator of 3000, while the Y Ȳ signal is kept at one third. The T T̄ signal is redued toone seventh beause there are ontributing hannels other than T T̄ → W+bW−b̄, andthose are quite suppressed by the event seletion neessary to redue tt̄nj.The T T̄ and Y Ȳ signals are reonstruted by hoosing the best pairing between bjets and reonstruted W bosons:1. The hadroni W is obtained with the two jets (among the three ones with largest
pT ) having an invariant mass losest to MW .2. The leptoni W is obtained from the harged lepton and the missing energy withthe usual method, keeping both solutions for the neutrino momentum.3. The two heavy quarks Q = T, Y are reonstruted with one of the W bosonsand one of the b jets. We label them as Q1,2, orresponding to the hadroni andleptoni W , respetively.4. The ombination minimising
(mreWH − MW )2
σ2W
+





(45)is seleted, with σW = 10 GeV, σQ = 20 GeV.64


























































Figure 27: Reonstruted heavy quark masses at the seletion level in the ℓ± (2b) nalstate. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.We present the reonstruted mass distributions at the seletion level in Fig. 27. Withthe riteria applied the peaks are very good even for the T T̄ signals whih involveseveral ompeting deay hains giving up to six b quarks. In partiular, the pT ut onthe subleading b jet suppresses the T → Ht deays seleting only T → Wb, in whihwe are interested. The signal signiane an be estimated by performing the invariantmass uts
350 GeV < mreQ1,2 < 650 GeV . (46)The numbers of signal and bakground events at the peak, dened by the above masswindows, an be found in Table 28. The high signal signiane ahieved for the ase of
T and Y quarks implies an exellent disovery potential, summarised in Table 29. Weinlude a 20% systemati unertainty in the estimations in all ases. For T quarks thedisovery luminosities are rather small exept for the TBd2 and (X T ) doublet model,where the T → Wb deay does not take plae. For Y Ȳ prodution the disovery po-tential is even better, beause the Y → Wb hannel is the only one present. For B and
X quarks the signals are smaller, of the size of the bakground itself, implying a signalsigniane below 5σ even for large luminosities due to the bakground normalisationunertainty assumed. However, in ase that a signal is deteted in other nal states itshould be possible to detet also BB̄ and XX̄ signals in the single lepton hannel withtwo b tags using a dediated and optimised analysis. The heavy quark reonstrutionas a peak in Wb invariant mass distributions implies that it has either harge 2/3 or
−4/3. Both possibilities annot be distinguished unless the b jet harge is measured,whih is very diult. However, for the models onsidered in this paper a strong hintis oered by the signal size itself, whih is muh larger for Y Ȳ prodution than for T T̄ ,and the observation of T → Zt in the opposite-sign dilepton and trilepton nal states65
L Re. L Re.
Ts 1.1 fb−1 mT TBd2  no
Bs  no XTd  no
TBd1 0.60 fb−1 mT BYd 0.18 fb−1 mYTable 29: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ± (2b) nal state. Adash indiates no signal or a luminosity larger than 100 fb−1. We also indiate whethera mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.establishes the quark harge.Finally, it is worth mentioning that T quarks singlets and those in the TBd1 model(whih have the same deay hannels) ould in priniple be distinguished by the Wheliity frations [57℄, but for large mT the W bosons in T → W+b are mainly longitu-dinal and the dierene between a left- and right-handed WTb oupling is washed out.For a 500 GeV T singlet we have FL ≃ 0.05, F0 ≃ 0.95, FR ≃ 0, while for the T quarkin a (T B) doublet FL ≃ 0, F0 ≃ 0.95, FR ≃ 0.05. With 500 events for a 30 fb−1, thestatistial error ∼ 1/√N in angular asymmetries, et. is expeted to be around 5%,of the order of the dierene between the two models. Systemati unertainties in themeasurement of heliity frations an also be important [53℄.8.2 Final state ℓ± (4b)The main interest of this nal state, in addition to the disovery of new quarks, liesin the observation of the deays T → Ht, B → Hb, whih would also allow an earlydisovery of a light Higgs boson if new vetor-like quarks exist [26, 30, 32, 58℄. Therelevant deay hannels are
T T̄ → Ht W−b̄ → HW+bW−b̄ H → bb̄, WW → ℓνqq̄′ ,
T T̄ → Ht V t̄ → HW+b V W−b̄ H → bb̄, WW → ℓνqq̄′, V → qq̄/νν̄ ,
BB̄ → HbW+t̄ → HbW+W−b̄ H → bb̄, WW → ℓνqq̄′ . (47)The rst and last hannels in the above equation give exatly four b quarks in thenal state, while the seond gives up to six b quarks. For T T̄ prodution alone, ithas been shown [26℄ that the disrimination between the rst two deay hains is veryinvolved in nal states with only four b-tagged jets, beause the signals are atuallynot very dierent. The situation is worsened if additional B quarks exist, for examplein models introduing a (T B) doublet. Here we implement a disriminating method66



































Figure 28: Total transverse energy distribution for the signals and bakgrounds in thefor the ℓ± (4b) nal state. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.based on a likelihood analysis similar to the ones used in previous setions. In thisnal state, however, disrimination is less eient than for multi-lepton signals due tothe ombinatoris resulting from presene of four b-tagged jets and their assoiationto the other partiles present in the event. We use high statistis referene samplesfor three event lasses (a, b, c) orresponding to the three deay hannels in Eqs. (47).As seletion riteria for this analysis we demand (i) four b-tagged jets with pT > 20GeV; (ii) transverse energy HT > 750 GeV. The distribution of this variable for thesignals and the SM bakground an be found in Fig. 28. The variables used in thedisrimination are obtained using a preliminary reonstrution of a top quark and theHiggs boson:1. The hadroni W is obtained with the two jets (among the three ones with largest
pT ) having an invariant mass losest to MW .2. The leptoni W is obtained from the harged lepton and the missing energy withthe usual method, keeping both solutions for the neutrino momentum.3. The top quark is reonstruted with one of the W bosons and one of the four bjets, seleting the ones whih give an invariant mass losest to the nominal topmass. The W boson and b quark seleted are labelled as W2 and b2.4. The Higgs boson andidate is obtained from the two b jets, among the threeremaining ones, whih have the minimum invariant mass.5. The remaining W boson and b jet are labelled as W1, b1.The interesting variables for signal disrimination are:67
• The light jet multipliity.
• The W1b1 invariant mass , whih peaks around mT in lass (a).
• The Hb1 invariant mass, whih peaks at mB in lass (c).
• The HW2b2 invariant mass. This orresponds to mT in lass (a), but the distri-bution is very similar for the other deay hannels.
• The W1W2b2 invariant mass, whih is mB in lass (c) but does not dier muhfor events in the other deay hannels.The normalised distributions of these variables for the referene event samples arepresented in Fig. 29, together with the resulting probability distributions Pa,b,c thatthe events belong to a given lass. Comparing with the trilepton and dilepton nalstates, we nd that the separation among hannels is muh less lean. This is reetedin Table 30, whih ollets the frations of events orretly and inorretly lassied.Class Pa > Pb, Pc Pb > Pa, Pc Pc > Pa, Pb(a) 0.53 0.17 0.30(b) 0.28 0.47 0.25(c) 0.27 0.15 0.58Table 30: Performane of the likelihood funtion on the ℓ± (4b) event referene samples:frations of events in eah sample and their lassiation. Events in a lass x areorretly lassied if Px > Py, Pz, where y, z are the other lasses.We give in Table 31 the numbers of signal and bakground events at the seletionlevel, and their lassiation (as in the previous setions, we selet the lass whih hasthe highest probability). An important remark here is the presene of XX̄ and Y Ȳsignals, as well as BB̄ ones in the TBd2 model, whih involve only two b quarks atthe partoni level. Events with four b-tagged jets result from the mistag of the harmquarks from W deays, and light quarks to a lesser extent. The presene and sizeof these signals illustrates the relative importane of mistags in the proesses we areinterested in: for T T̄ and BB̄ events with four b jets it may well happen that onlythree of them orrespond to true b quarks and one is a harm quark from a W deay.This, added to the kinematial similarity of the signals and the several possibilities in
b jet assignments, makes the separation among the hannels diult. The luminositiesrequired for 5σ disovery are olleted in Table 32, summing all ontributions in a68




























































































































































































































Figure 29: Kinematial variables used to lassify the three heavy quark signals in the
ℓ± (4b) nal state, and the resulting probability distributions for events in the referenesamples. 69
Total (a) (b) (c)
T T̄ (Ts) 836.8 342.5 260.4 233.9
T T̄ (TBd1) 886.5 363.9 286.4 236.2
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 1780.7 509.9 841.9 428.9
XX̄ (XTd) 167.3 44.9 86.5 35.9
BB̄ (Bs) 396.8 119.6 64.3 212.9
BB̄ (TBd1) 416.4 119.7 67.2 229.5
BB̄ (TBd2) 160.0 43.0 83.1 33.9
BB̄ (BYd) 146.1 62.0 10.5 73.6
Y Ȳ (BYd) 57.9 28.1 4.9 24.9
tt̄nj 404 122 228 54
tW 5 3 0 2
tt̄bb̄ 158 47 66 45
tt̄tt̄ 1 0 0 1
Wnj 1 0 1 0
Wbb̄nj 3 0 1 2
Zbb̄nj 1 0 0 1Table 31: Number of signal and bakground events in the ℓ± (4b) nal state at theseletion level assigned to eah event lass. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.
L Re. L Re.
Ts 0.70 fb−1 mT , MH TBd2 0.16 fb−1 no
Bs 1.9 fb−1 mB, MH XTd 0.16 fb−1 no
TBd1 0.25 fb−1 mT , mB, MH BYd 6.2 fb−1 noTable 32: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ± (4b) nal state. Wealso indiate whether a mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.given model and ombining the signiane of the three lasses (a, b, c). A systematiunertainty of 20% is inluded in the estimations.Comparing with Ref. [26℄, we observe that the disovery luminosity is signiantlysmaller than the values quoted there. The reasons for this dierene are: (i) foronsisteny with the other hannels we are giving here the statistial signiane ofthe signal (inluding the Higgs boson) ompared to the only bakground hypothesis,while in Ref. [26℄ we ompared the Higgs and no Higgs hypotheses in the preseneof new quarks, for whih the signiane is lower; (ii) multi-jet SM bakgrounds in70
Ref. [26℄ were quite pessimistially overestimated, and with our new evaluation withupdated tools and improved matrix element-parton shower mathing they turn out tobe smaller; (iii) the new likelihood lassiation performed here, with the subsequentstatistial ombination of hannels, also improves the signiane.We nally address the heavy quark and Higgs boson reonstrution, whih dependson the deay hannel in whih events are lassied. We only perform the reonstrutionof events lassied in the rst and third lasses, beause those in the seond lass havesix b jets at the partoni level.Class (a): T T̄ → HtWb̄ → HWbWb. Events identied as resulting from this deayhain are reonstruted using this proedure:1. Two light jets are seleted to form the hadroni W , labelled as WH . If there areonly two light jets these are automatially hosen; if there are more than two,only up to three (ordered by dereasing pT ) are onsidered.2. The leptoni W (labelled as WL) is obtained from the harged lepton ℓ and themissing energy, in the way explained in previous setions. Both solutions for theneutrino momentum are kept, and the one giving best reonstruted masses isseleted.3. Two b jets are seleted among the ones present, to be paired with WH and WL,respetively.4. The top quark is reonstruted from one of the Wb pairs, and its parent heavyquark T1 from the top quark and the two remaining b jets.5. The other heavy quark T2 is reonstruted from the remaining Wb pair.6. Among all hoies for b and light jets and all possible pairings, the ombinationminimising the quantity
(mreWH − MW )2
σ2W
+






(mreT1 − mreT2 )2
σ2T
(48)is seleted, with σt = 14 GeV, σT = 20 GeV. After the nal hoie, the Higgs isreonstruted from the two b jets not assigned to the W bosons.Class (c): BB̄ → HbWt → HbWWb. The reonstrution of this hannel proeedsthrough the same steps 1 − 2 as in the previous two hannels, and then:3. One b jet is seleted and paired with one of the two W bosons to form a topquark, and with the other W to form the heavy quark B2.71




































































































































































































































Figure 30: Reonstruted heavy quark and Higgs masses in the ℓ± (4b) nal state.4. The three remaining b jets then reonstrut the heavy quark B1.5. The ombination minimising
(mreWH − MW )2
σ2W
+








, (49)with σB = 20 GeV, is nally seleted. Among the three b jets orresponding to
B1, the two with the minimum invariant mass are hosen to reonstrut the Higgsboson. 72
The results are presented in Fig. 30. For brevity we do not inlude the reonstruted
W boson and top quark distributions, whih have good peaks by onstrution. We ob-serve that for T T̄ signals in lass (a) the T1,2 peaks are well reonstruted, as the Higgsboson peak. The same happens for BB̄ signals in lass (c): the B1,2 peaks are lear andthe Higgs boson peak is observable. However, the intriguing fat is that, for T T̄ and
BB̄ signals inluded in the wrong lass (respetively, (c) and (a)) the reonstrutionproedure produes peaks whih are as sharp as those for the signals orretly las-sied, exept for the Higgs peaks. This point deserves a detailed disussion. Clearly,if an event is assigned to a given deay hannel in Eqs. (47) based on its likelihood, itis beause its kinematis is quite ompatible with that deay hannel. Then, it is notso surprising that, for example, if a BB̄ event is lassied as T T̄ based on its topol-ogy, when it is reonstruted as T T̄ it rather looks as a T T̄ event. For the reader'sillustration we present in Fig. 31 several distributions for the prodution of T T̄ and
BB̄ events in the ase of singlets in all deay hannels. In the upper part we showthe normalised W1b1 and W2b2H invariant mass distributions assigned to lass (a) For
BB̄ events (inorretly lassied) the distributions display peaks very similar to the

















































































































Figure 31: Comparison between kinematial distributions for orretly and wronglylassied events (see the text). 73
ones for T T̄ events orretly inluded in this lass. In the lower part of this gure weplot the W1W2b2 and Hb1 distributions for T T̄ and BB̄ events in lass (c). The peaksare quite similar for T T̄ (wrong lassiation) and BB̄ (orret). Therefore, we anonlude that distinguishing T T̄ and BB̄ signals in this hannel is a more demandingtask, and the multi-leptoni hannels are muh more appropriate for that. Fortunately,all these diulties in signal disrimination do not aet the disovery potential, whihis exellent for this nal state.8.3 Final state ℓ± (6b)The single lepton nal state with six b jets allows a lean reonstrution of the deay
T T̄ → Ht Ht̄ → HW+bHW−b̄ H → bb̄, WW → ℓνqq̄′ , (50)with H → bb̄, whih seems impossible if only four jets are tagged. This nal stateis most interesting for the models in whih the deay T → Ht is enhaned and the
6b signal is larger. We do not impose any further seletion riteria apart from havingsix b-tagged jets with pT > 20 GeV, whih denes the sample studied. The numberof bakground events is given in Table 33. This nal state is extremely lean, andSel. Sel.
T T̄ (Ts) 26.5 BB̄ (Bs) 2.5
T T̄ (TBd1) 29.0 BB̄ (TBd1) 2.8
T T̄ (TBd2/XTd) 112.1 BB̄ (TBd2) 0.0
XX̄ (XTd) 0.4 BB̄ (BYd) 0.7
Y Ȳ (BYd) 0.3
tt̄bb̄ 2Table 33: Number of events in the ℓ± (6b) nal state at seletion level. The luminosityis 30 fb−1.disovery ould be made merely by an event ounting. The 5σ disovery potentialfor the dierent models is given in Table 34, summing all signal ontributions. Thedisovery potential (in models with T quarks, when a signal is produed) is determinedby the requirement of having at least 10 signal events. The bakground normalisationin this ase has little eet on the signiane, beause for the disovery luminositiesit is rather small.The event reonstrution an be easily done despite the large ombinatoris fromthe six b jets. The proedure is similar to the ones used in other nal states:74
L Re. L Re.
Ts 11 fb−1 mT , MH TBd2 2.7 fb−1 mT , MH
Bs  no XTd 2.7 fb−1 mT , MH
TBd1 9.4 fb−1 mT , MH BYd  noTable 34: Luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ± (6b) nal state. Adash indiates no signal or a luminosity larger than 100 fb−1. We also indiate whethera mass peak an be reonstruted in this nal state.1. Two light jets (among the three ones with largest pT ) are seleted to form thehadroni W , labelled as WH .2. The leptoni W , labelled as WL, is obtained from the harged lepton ℓ and themissing energy.3. Two b jets are seleted among the ones present, to be paired with the two Wbosons to reonstrut the top quarks deaying hadronially and semileptonially(tH and tL).4. The four remaining b jets are grouped in pairs to reonstrut the two Higgsbosons, H1 and H2.5. The two heavy quarks T1 (orresponding to WH) and T2 (with WL) are reon-struted from a top quark plus a Higgs boson.6. Among all hoies for b and light jets and all possible pairings, the ombinationminimising the quantity
(mreWH − MW )2
σ2W
+









(mreT1 − mreT2 )2
σ2T
+
(M reH1 − M reH2 )2
σ2H
(51)is seleted, with σH = 20 GeV.The results are presented in Fig. 32. We omit for brevity the W boson and top quarkreonstruted masses, whih good have peaks at MW and mt by onstrution. It isseen that for the TBd2 and (X T ) models the heavy quark and Higgs peaks are quitegood and, with a moderate luminosity, they would give evidene for the T → Ht deay(and, in partiular, for the prodution of a Higgs boson). For T singlets and the TBd1model the signals are smaller and they would require more luminosity, not only to be75




























































































































Figure 32: Reonstruted heavy quark and Higgs masses in the ℓ± (6b) nal state.disovered but also to reonstrut the peaks. We point out that an important dierenewith the 4b nal state is that six b jets an only be produed (up to mistags of harmquarks) from the deay in Eq. (50). Hene, the model identiation is leaner here.We also note that for T T̄ prodution within the TBd2 and (X T ) models the signal inthis nal state is almost four times larger than in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z) one with four b tags,so this nal state is best suited to detet T → Ht.8.4 SummaryThe single lepton nal state oers the best heavy quark disovery potential for all themodels studied, due to the large signal branhing ratios. To ahieve this result, aneient redution of the large bakgrounds from tt̄nj, Wnj and Wbb̄nj is neessary.We have onentrated on three dierent subsamples in this nal state, with exatlytwo, four and six b jets. Clearly, the disovery potential will improve further inludingthe samples with three and ve b jets, whih have not been onsidered here for brevity.The nal state with two b-tagged jets is the best suited for the disovery of Y Ȳ76
prodution, whih only requires 0.18 fb−1 for a 500 GeV quark. It is also very good for
T singlets (1.1 fb−1 for the same mass) and (T B) doublets in senario 1 (0.60 fb−1). Inthis nal state the T and Y masses an be reonstruted as peaks in the Wb invariantmass distributions. The identity of the quarks annot be established unless the b jetharge is measured: the deays T → W+b and Ȳ → W+b̄ both give a W+ bosonplus a b-tagged jet, and the jet harge measurement is neessary to disriminate bothpossibilities. It is interesting to point out that all kinematial distributions are thesame for T and Y quarks, inluding various angular asymmetries whih an be built inthe W and top quark rest frames (see for example Ref. [59℄). The only disriminationbetween both possibilities omes either indiretly, from the ross setion measurement(about three times larger for Y Ȳ in this nal state, after inluding eienies and uts)or diretly, via the observation of T → Zt in the dilepton or trilepton nal states.The nal state with four b jets is the best one for the disovery of T quarks ineither of the models onsidered. For heavy quark masses of 500 GeV, 5σ disoveryonly requires 0.7 fb−1 for singlets, 0.25 and 0.16 fb−1 for the TBd1 and TBd2 models,respetively, and 0.16 fb−1 if the T quark belongs to a (X T ) doublet. For B singletsthe disovery potential is also the best one, with 1.9 fb−1. (For these results we have as-sumed a light Higgs, as suggested by preise eletroweak data, taking MH = 115 GeV.)This proess ould also be a disovery hannel for the Higgs boson in the presene of Tor B quarks. We have gone beyond the signal observation and studied the disrimina-tion among T T̄ and BB̄ signals in this nal state, whih makes sense beause they areboth present in general for the ase of the (T B) doublet. The separation is very di-ult, for several reasons: (i) the ombinatoris from the presene of four b jets; (ii) twodierent deay hains ontribute in the ase of T T̄ ; (iii) the signals are kinematiallynot very dierent; (iv) the possibility of harm quark mistags. We have implementeda likelihood method to separate T T̄ and BB̄ signals, whih has a reasonable eienyif we bear in mind all these diulties. After the T T̄ and BB̄ events are lassied, thekinematis an be reonstruted aording to the deay hannel expeted in eah ase,and sharp peaks are obtained in all ases, although the rate of wrong lassiationsis sizeable and a better disrimination between T and B quarks an be ahieved in thetrilepton nal state.It is also interesting to remark the exellent disovery potential for (X T ) doubletsin this nal state: only 0.16 fb−1 for heavy quark masses of 500 GeV. The disoverypotential in this hannel is similar but better than in the like-sign dilepton and trileptonhannels (0.23 and 0.25 fb−1, respetively) altough in those nal states the main signalontribution omes from the harge 5/3 quark X and here it is the T quark whih givesmost of the four-b signal. The same results are obtained for the TBd2 model whih77
inludes a T quark with the same deay modes: 5σ disovery of T is possible with0.16 fb−1 in the single lepton nal state with four b tags, while the B quark an bedisovered in the like-sign dilepton and trilepton nal states with 0.23 and 0.25 fb−1,respetively.Finally, the sample with six b jets has also been studied. In this nal state thedeay T T̄ → Ht Ht̄ an be leanly determined and peaks reonstruted without on-tamination of other deay modes. The signals are small, however, exept for the TBd2and (X T ) models, for whih T → Wb does not take plae and thus T → Ht has alarger branhing ratio. The disovery potential is rather good for these models, 2.7fb−1 for mT = 500 GeV.9 The roadmap to top partner identiationWe summarise in Table 35 the disovery luminosities for the six models in the dierentnal states examined. The omparison among them learly shows that the single leptonhannel (either with two or four b jets) oers the best disovery potential for new quarks.In the ase of doublets, the signals may orrespond to one or both members, as it isexplained in detail in the summary at the end of eah setion, where it is also indiatedwhether heavy quark masses an be reonstruted. We now disuss ase by ase howthe dierent models would be disovered and identied.
Ts Bs TBd1 TBd2 XTd BYd
ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (ZZ)  24 fb−1 18 fb−1 23 fb−1 23 fb−1 10 fb−1
ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (Z) 11 fb−1 14 fb−1 5.7 fb−1 3.4 fb−1 3.3 fb−1 50 fb−1
ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− (no Z) 35 fb−1 25 fb−1 11 fb−1 3.3 fb−1 3.5 fb−1 
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) 3.4 fb−1 3.4 fb−1 1.1 fb−1 0.73 fb−1 0.72 fb−1 26 fb−1
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (no Z) 11 fb−1 3.5 fb−1 1.1 fb−1 0.25 fb−1 0.25 fb−1 
ℓ±ℓ± 17 fb−1 4.1 fb−1 1.5 fb−1 0.23 fb−1 0.23 fb−1 
ℓ+ℓ− (Z) 22 fb−1 4.5 fb−1 2.4 fb−1 4.4 fb−1 4.4 fb−1 1.8 fb−1
ℓ+ℓ− (Z, 4b)   30 fb−1   9.2 fb−1
ℓ+ℓ− (no Z) 2.7 fb−1 9.3 fb−1 0.83 fb−1 1.1 fb−1 1.1 fb−1 0.87 fb−1
ℓ± (2b) 1.1 fb−1  0.60 fb−1   0.18 fb−1
ℓ± (4b) 0.70 fb−1 1.9 fb−1 0.25 fb−1 0.16 fb−1 0.16 fb−1 6.2 fb−1
ℓ± (6b) 11 fb−1  9.4 fb−1 2.7 fb−1 2.7 fb−1 Table 35: Luminosity required to have a 5σ disovery in all nal states studied.A T singlet or the T quark in the TBd1 model: They would be disovered in the78
single lepton nal state with two or four b jets. In the 2b nal state, the peaks in the
Wb invariant mass distributions give evidene of the harged urrent deay but do notidentify ompletely the new quark (it ould be a harge −4/3 quark Y , although theross setion would not be onsistent with that hypothesis). In the 4b nal state, thepeak in the Ht distribution, with H reonstruted from two b jets exhibiting a peak at
MH , gives quite strong hints of the T → Ht deay, although B quarks also give signalsnot very dierent. (The 6b nal state does not have this ambiguity but the observationof T → Ht requires muh larger luminosity.) The best onrmation of its natureomes with a little more luminosity in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state, with the observationof a peak in the Zt invariant mass distribution. This peak also establishes that thequark has harge 2/3. The analysis of the harged lepton distribution in the top quarkrest frame for the subset of events in whih the top quark deays semileptoniallyan disriminate between a T singlet with a left-handed WTb oupling and the Tquark in a (T B) doublet for whih the oupling is right-handed. With 30 fb−1 thedierenes found in the forward-bakward asymmetry would amount to 2.4σ, and abetter sensitivity is expeted by using a more sophistiated analysis with a t to theomplete distribution.A T quark in the TBd2 model or in a (X T ) doublet: in the single lepton nalstate with two b quarks it does not exhibit peaks in the Wb invariant mass distributionbeause the deay T → W+b does not take plae and probably the signal is very diultto separate from the tt̄nj bakground. In the 4b sample, however, the signal is verylarge and lean, and the quark is seen in the deay T → Ht. With small luminosity,a signal should be also visible in the 6b sample. This quark also has enhaned deays
T → Zt, from whih the quark harge is determined, and the signals in the trileptonand opposite-sign dilepton nal states with a Z andidate are 2 − 3 times larger thanexpeted for a T singlet.AB singlet or the B quark in the TBd1 model: they would be disovered in the singlelepton nal state with four b jets. However, its disrimination from a T quark mightnot be very lear due to ombinatoris and the signal similarities. With pratially thesame luminosity, the B quark would appear as a sharp peak in a Zb invariant massdistribution in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (Z) nal state. This would determine the quark harge,and would be onrmed by an opposite-sign dilepton signal. The evidene for the
B → W−t deay omes from the same trilepton nal state, and the harged leptondistribution in the top semileptoni deays would in priniple probe the hirality of the
WtB oupling, but the statistis is smaller than for T quarks. Indiretly, evidene forthe B → W−t deay results from the presene of ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (no Z) and ℓ±ℓ± signals, alsoobservable with small luminosity. 79
A B quark in the TBd2 model: it would be disovered in the like-sign dilepton and
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (no Z) nal states with similar luminosities. An indiret indiation of the quarkidentity, in omparison with a harge 5/3 quark X, would be given by the absene ofthe reonstruted mass peaks and endpoints whih are present for XX̄ prodution.Signals in the ℓ+ℓ− (no Z) nal state are also interesting, not only beause of thegood disovery potential but also beause the mass reonstrution is possible in thehadroni deay B → W−t → W−W+b (or the harge onjugate) with a moderateluminosity. This mass reonstrution is important beause in this model the B quarkdoes not have deays B → Zb and thus trilepton and opposite-sign dilepton signalswith a Z andidate are absent (see the paragraph above). Single lepton signals withfour b-tagged jets, whih are very signiant for other models, are also absent for the
B quark in this model but an be produed by its T partner and are kinematially notvery dierent.A B quark in a (B Y ) doublet: it does not give trilepton signals without a Z andi-date nor like-sign dilepton ones. On the other hand, it gives large opposite-sign dileptonsignals with a Z andidate with a sharp peak in the Zb invariant mass distribution,from whih the quark harge is determined. With ve times more luminosity, this isalso done in the four lepton nal state with two Z andidates. The deay B → Hb anbe seen in the ℓ+ℓ− (Z, 4b) nal state, also with larger luminosity.A harge 5/3 quark X: it would be simultaneously disovered in the like-sign dilep-ton and ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ (no Z) nal states. In the former, the invariant mass an be reon-struted and the quark identity (i.e. that it has harge 5/3) an be established underreasonable assumptions. The mass ould also be determined from the trilepton nalstate with an endpoint analysis to onrm the quark identity. A signal due to thisquark should also be visible in the four lepton nal state without Z andidates.A harge −4/3 quark Y : it would be disovered in the single lepton nal state withtwo b jets. The peaks in the Wb invariant mass distributions would give evidene ofthe harged urrent deay and indiret evidene of its nature: the signal is three timeslarger than for a T singlet, for example. A lean signal in the ℓ+ℓ− (no Z) nal statewould also be visible, larger than for a T quark. On the other hand, all the signalsharateristi of a T → Zt deay would be absent, in the trilepton and dilepton nalstates with a Z andidate, for example.In more ompliated senarios with several singlets or doublets the signals wouldadd up but it still would be possible to identify the new quarks with a thoroughexamination of all nal states. For example, with a T singlet plus a (X T ) doublet inwhih both harge 2/3 quarks have similar masses (whih annot be experimentally80
resolved), the T → W+b deay would be seen in the single lepton nal state, and thedilepton and trilepton signals involving T → Zt would be muh larger than the onesorresponding to just one T quark. Of ourse, the X member of the doublet would alsobe deteted. The same argument applies to a ombination of a B singlet and a (B Y )doublet. The simplest disrimination between T , B singlets and the T , B quarks in the
TBd1 model is by the presene of two partners almost degenerate in mass. Still, onemay imagine a situation in whih a T and a B singlet almost degenerate were present.This senario would be distinguished from the TBd1 model with the analysis of angulardistributions, espeially for T → Zt deays.The disrimination of vetor-like singlets and doublets from a fourth sequentialgeneration with new quarks t′, b′ is also easy, beause the latter would give dierentsignatures (see Refs. [6, 60℄ for reent reviews). Oblique orretions prefer a massdierene mt′ > mb′ ∼ 60 GeV [5℄, so the t′ quark would deay either t′ → W+b (asa T or Y ) or t′ → W+b′ if the mass dierene is larger. In the rst ase, the abseneof t′ → Zt would distinguish it from a T singlet, and the absene of a degenerate Bpartner from a (B Y ) doublet. In the seond ase, the deay between new heavy quarkswould prove the non-singlet nature of both. Regarding the b′ quark, for mb′ > mt+MWthe deay b′ → W−t would dominate, distinguishing this quark from a B singlet ineither model. The disovery potential for fourth generation quarks [61,62℄ is similar tothe models studied here.To summarise, the analyses arried out in this paper show that the single leptonnal state oers the best disovery potential, and is the one in whih new vetor-likequark signals would be rst seen. Searhes in the dilepton and trilepton hannels wouldsoon onrm a possible disovery, and with a luminosity around ve times larger allthe deay modes of the new quarks would be observed in these hannels, establishingthe nature of the new quarks. In some models four lepton signals ould be sizeableand detetable as well and, in any ase, these should be investigated as a further testof the models.10 ConlusionsIn this work we have investigated in detail the LHC disovery potential for pair pro-dution of new vetor-like quarks in ve models: T or B singlets of harge 2/3, −1/3respetively, and (T B), (X T ), (B Y ) doublets of hyperharge 1/6, 7/6, −5/6, restrit-ing ourselves to the ase that new quarks mainly ouple to the third generation, as itis expeted from the SM quark mass hierarhy. In the ase of (T B) doublets we have81
distinguished two senarios: that both heavy quarks have similar mixing with the topand bottom quark (model TBd1) and that the mixing of the top with its heavy partneris muh larger than for the bottom quark (model TBd2), as expeted from the masshierarhy mt ≫ mb and from indiret preision data. Using a dediated Monte Carlogenerator Protos [43℄ we have omputed all signal ontrubutions involving all heavyquark, gauge and Higgs boson deay hannels. With a fast detetor simulation of sig-nals and bakgrounds we have examined twelve nal states whih would give evideneof the presene of new quarks, with one to four harged leptons in dierent kinematialregions and several b jet multipliities.We have identied the nal state with one harged lepton plus two or four b jetsas the most sensitive one for new quark searhes. Nevertheless, model disriminationrequires the observation or exlusion of the dierent heavy quark deay hannels. Toahieve this goal, the dilepton and trilepton nal states are essential. These nal stateshave also good sensitivity to heavy quark signals, and with a luminosity at most vetimes larger than in the single lepton hannel the 5σ observation would be possible andthe heavy quarks might be identied. The reonstrution of mass peaks would also bepossible when a suient number of events is olleted. In our simulations we havetaken heavy quark masses of 500 GeV, fousing on early disoveries at LHC. We haveobtained an exellent disovery potential for all models: 0.70 and 1.9 fb−1 for T and
B singlets, respetively; 0.25 and 0.16 fb−1 for the TBd1 and TBd2 models; and 0.16,0.18 fb−1 for the (X T ) and (B Y ) doublets. It is also interesting to know the massreah for higher integrated luminosities. With a simple resaling it an be seen that inthe single lepton hannel alone and a luminosity of 100 fb−1 heavy T , B singlets withmasses up to 800 and 720 GeV respetively an be disovered with 5σ signiane,while for the doublets the reah is higher: 850 GeV and 900 GeV for the (T B) doubletin the two senarios onsidered, 900 GeV for (X T ) and 820 GeV for (B Y ). For highermasses the experimental detetion of heavy quarks an also be done using jet massmeasurements [56℄ but model disrimination would follow similar strategies as outlinedhere.We have also obtained an exellent potential for the disovery of the new quarks indeay hannels ontaining a Higgs boson, espeially in the nal state with one hargedlepton and four b-tagged jets. For heavy quark masses of 500 GeV, the disoveryluminosities are 0.16 fb−1 for the TBd2 and (X T ) models, 0.25 fb−1 for TBd1 and0.70, 1.9 fb−1 for T and B singlets, respetively. These luminosities are muh smallerthan the ones required for a light Higgs disovery in the SM. Indeed, it is well knownsine some time [32, 58℄ that vetor-like quark prodution an be a opious soure ofHiggs bosons and, if suh quarks exist and the Higgs boson is light, its disovery would82
possibly happen in one of these hannels. For a heavier Higgs with dierent deaymodes the analyses presented here (relying on the leading deay H → bb̄) must bemodied aordingly. Nevertheless, the determination of the other modes like T →
W+b, T → Zt, et. would still be done in the same way as presented here, with fewmodiations.In the summaries given at the end of eah setion we have ompared the multi-lepton signals produed by new quarks with those arising from heavy leptons. Bothpossibilities for new fermions are easily distinguished by the dierent reonstrutedmass peaks and the ommon presene of b jets for quarks, whih in lepton pair produ-tion only result from H → bb̄, Z → bb̄ deays. Interestingly, a more general diereneamong models introduing new quarks and leptons is that the latter give signals whihare more multi-leptoni: for heavy leptons the trilepton signatures are usually theones with the highest signiane, while for heavy quarks the single lepton one is themost sensitive. This is not unexpeted, sine heavy lepton deays give SM leptons plusa gauge or Higgs boson, while heavy quarks give SM quarks instead. In the minimalsupersymmetri standard model where squark and gluino pair prodution is large, itis also found [52℄ that, although multi-lepton signatures are important, the nal statewith best disovery potential is the one with a harged lepton or large missing energyplus jets.Finally, it is worth pointing out that, although in this work we have restritedourselves to heavy quark pair prodution, eletroweak single prodution an also havea large ross setion depending on the mass and ouplings of the new quarks. Theseinteresting proesses are the only ones in whih the heavy quark mixing with the SMsetor an be measured beause the pair prodution ross setion is determined by theheavy quark mass alone and the heavy quark total width is likely to be very diultto measure. Further model disrimination is also possible in single prodution, inpartiular from the study of ross setions and angular asymmetries, and it will beaddressed elsewhere.AknowledgementsI thank F. del Águila, N. Castro, R. Contino and J. Santiago for useful dis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A Feynman rulesWe give in Tables 3640 the Feynman rules used for our matrix element evaluations forheavy quark pair prodution T T̄ , BB̄, XX̄, Y Ȳ and single prodution T b̄j, Bb̄j, Xt̄j,
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Table 40: Feynman rules for (B Y ) doublet eletroweak and salar intera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